Lynchings unmask city’s blemished side;
chilling moment scratched from memories
By Doreen Carvajal
November 26, 1933.
No monument marks this historical date and no parade celebrates its
anniversary. Historians note it as a
San Jose bicentennial minute too
chilling to remember.
On that peaceful November Sunday evening, a frenzied mob of 6,000
San Jose citizens lynched two men in
St. James Park across from the
county courthouse on N. Second
Street.
Passions died quickly but the
shame still remained. San Jose residents made every attempt to expunge the event from history and
their minds.
The graceful elm and mulberry
trees that served as the makeshift
gallows and macabre reminder of
the past have long since been removed from the now ragged-looking
St. James park.
Information about the event met
a similar fate. Longtime residents
hinted of cover-ups and librarians in
the San Jose Public Library said
newspaper accounts of the lynching
are limited because patrons mutilated the stories before they could be
microfilmed.

The tragic events that led up to
the brutal hangings of Jack Holmes
and Harold Thurmond rival the bizareness of Patty Hearst’s contemporary kidnapping.
Holmes and Thurmond were the
confessed kidnappers of Brook Hart,
the good looking bachelor son of a
wealthy San Jose merchant.
When Hart’s mutilated body was
discovered a few days after the two
men were arrested and detained on
kidnapping charges, a restless
angry mob gathered outside the
county jail on N. Second Street
where they were held.
San Jose City Historian Clyde Arbuckle remembers seeing the crowd
as he walked home from work and
thinking it was a roadshow movie
crowd,
The mob had swelled from a few
hundred to 6,000 people when the jail
attack took place.
Whipped into a bloody fury by an
unidentified youth of 17 who claimed
he was a university student, a group
of unidentified men they were always anonymous charged the jail.
These 50 men, primarily students
in their early teens and twenties,
stormed the jail with ammunition

Brown asks citizens

to do volunteer work
By Alan Janson
Gov . Jerry Brown said Tuesday
the problems of our society can
either be solved by the "family of
last resort" the government or
by the community which "has a
more human spirit."
"There are certain needs in the
community that just have to be
taken care of," Brown said in a
speech at the Hyatt House. "If you
don’t do it through some volunteer
movement or some other arrangement outside the public sector, then
inevitably the government will take
the path and assume those obligations."
Brown "just stopped by" the
Hyatt House luncheon to commend
local citizens for their volunteer
efforts in the community following a
tour he took of the Agnews facility
that morning.
April 24 through 30 is National
Volunteer Week.
"Volunteerism is not a luxury,"
Brown continued. "It is a necessity
for a civilized society that truly
wants to meet its human needs.
"We have to find some way to
recreate the spirit of neighborliness
and mutual self support that existed
before the mobility, anonymity and
and just the increasing information
flow that has been the product of a
very prosperous society."
According to Brown, the more
prosperous and mobile our society
has become, the further we have
moved away from the natural order
of things.
"What are we all here for?"
asked Brown rhetorically.
Admitting that "accumulation"
was part of the reason Brown went
on to say, "After you have taken
care of your needs you still have to
be a part of something bigger than

yourself.
"You can’t make it by yourself.
That’s what the human animal is all
about. You have to make it in the
context of a community, of a common purpose."
"There’s more to life than
recreation; there’s more to life than
consumption," Brown said.
"Volunteers working in a few services are an absolute essential to the
survival of our form of government."
Brown favored the decentralization of the "care centers,"
such as alcoholic centers, mental
hospitals, and retirement homes, in
the hands of the professionals and
government.
He advocated "leaving the
maximum amount of responsibility
in the private sector and humanizing
in the way that only a volunteer program can, as a supplement to
whatever government can do."
"The myth of excessive specialization and division of labor" has
created "a solitary society of
dependent people who have to go to a
paid professional who has to tell
them how to make basic human
decisions," Brown said.
Many of these problems could be
solved in the sommunity through
friends and local associations, "if
the government tries to build the
bridges."
Brown said that the program at
Agnews which uses volunteers as a
human link as one such bridge.
Previous to Brown’s 20 minute
speech, Dr. David Loberg, director
of Agnews Residential Facility for
the disabled, explained the importance of volunteers at his facility
and commended the recruitment
effort at SJSU among others.
(Continued on page 8)

from a nearby post office which was
under construction.
A sheriff who was overpowered
by the mob later said, "These lynchings were the work of students. Students led the mob and students act ually did the rough work."
To the shrill cries and cheers of,
"We want a touchdown," "Block
that kick" and "Hold that line," the
cowering Holmes and Thurmond
were escorted to the courtroom of
mob justice.
"Do you like your own medieine?" an elderly man screamed.
Hundreds of hands pummeled
and snatched at the clothes of the
two men. By the time they had corn pleted the human gauntlet and
reached the site of their execution,
Thurmond was unconscious and Holmes was stark naked except for his
socks; his clothes had been ripped
away by determined souvenir hunters.
"String ’em up," was the colleclive cry.
Thurmond was hanged at 11:20.
Minutes later, Holmes dangled from
a nearby tree
(cont. in sec. 2, pg. 2)
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Only regrets lack of time for senate and council

Once is enough, says A.S. President
By Dave Murphy
One very familiar na,ne was
miscing from the bal,ot in last
week’s student government election.
No, it wasn’t because of a comit’s
puter error or dirty politics
just that James Ferguson decided
one year as A.S. president was
enough.
Ferguson’s reign will end June
30, when he will hand over the
student government’s reigns to
Steve Wright, the AS. public information officer who won a landslide
victory in last week’s election.
Why didn’t Ferguson seek reelection?
"When we (Ferguson and the
others on last year’s Student Independent Party ticket) first ran, we
were primarily interested in opening up the student government to the
students," he said. "During that
time, we only planned to be here one
year we weren’t planning it as a
life-long job."
In addition, Ferguson said he had
accomplished as much in office as
he intended to do, so now he is looking at some other alternatives away
from student government.
"My motto has always been to
live fully and live well rather than
live long," he said. "James Fergu-

son’s ultimate goal is to keep James
Ferguson happy and to be his own
man."
He said he might try to "get away
from it all" by living with some
friends in either the Fiji Islands or
South America, or he might accept
one of the job offers he has received.
Ferguson said that included in
those opportunities is a job with the
National Student Lobby in Washington. D.C., a football coaching job in
Japan (Ferguson was a defensive
back on SJSU’s football team) and
working at a sports clinic in Africa.
Despite the various job offers and
the possibility of "getting away from
it all," the A.S. president said he
would have sought re-election if the
presidential candidates were incompetent and might fail to carry on
his work in parking and the other
campus issues.
"I’d hate to see that dwindle because of weak, ineffective leadership," Ferguson said
Wright qualified
However, Ferguson said he feels
Wright is qualified to carry on with
those programs.
"I’m reasonably convinced that
he can carry on," Ferguson added.
"He’s gained a lot of experience in
terms of seeing the student govern-

James Ferguson
ment function under my admiinstration. He can draw from that experience and really do something
constructive."
The A.S. president said he was especially impressed with Wright’s
hard work this year in trying to find
a solution to the parking problem.
Among the problems which
Ferguson faced this year is that
SJSU President John Bunzel and
others point to the low voter turnout

in the A.S. elections and say that the
student government is not representative, and therefore should not
have a major voice in establishing
policy.
"Not only will you hear that from
our administrators, but from the
state government officials as well."
Ferguson said.
"You don’t let things like that
hold you back," he added. "If President Bunzel ever says anything
about the voter turnout, we just ask
him who elected him."
Inaction problem
Another problem which may face
Wright, according to Ferguson, is
being able to get enough action from
the student Academic Senators and
the members of the A.S. Council.
Ferguson said that in his administratior, he was disappointed with
the inaction of those two groups.
"In essence, we have kind of led
student council by the hand this
year," Ferguson added. "And I’m
more concerned about the Academic
Senate than the council or the A.S.
executive. He also hopes that Wright will be
able to get more student participation in the decision -making
process at SJSU, especially on the
(Continued cc page 10)

Angry students surprise SJSU president

Radicals confront Bunzel on Bakke stand
Members of the Revolutionary
Student Brigade (RSB)marched
from the Student Union to President
John Bunzel’s office yesterday
morning to demand he defend his
position on the Bakke decision.
The group confronted Bunzel at
his outer office in Tower Hall to
demand that he appear at a meeting
with SJSU students May 11 on the
S.U. patio.
The Bakke decision is a Cali-

forma Supreme Court ruling which
states that special minority admissions programs discriminate
against whites.
The United States Supreme Court
will rule on the Baklce case sometime next fall.
A surprised Bunzel told the group
of about 12 angry students that he intends to keep his stand on the Bakke
decision. Bunzel has stated in interviews and articles that he favors the

John Bitruel IMMO, as all angry member of the Revo
lutionary Student Brigade accuses him of being a racist The

PrilaNd0111

State Supreme court’s decision.
"I have favored equality for
longer than I care to admit, but I do
not believe in the hiring or firing on
the basis of race or sex," Bonze’
said.
Representation claimed
The RSB, claiming to represent
whites and all ethnic groups, asked
Bunzel why he has made attacks
against the existing ethnic studies
program by claiming the programs

wanted Bunzel to agree to appear at a public meeting
May 11.

group

were not academic enough and
should be eliminated.
They claimed that while Bunzel
was chairman of the San Francisco
State University Political Science
Department in 1969, he tried to
break the Third World Strike by
"taking over" the classes of
teachers out on strike.
The strike was over the demands
of minorities and was supported by
over 80 per cent of the students and
professors, both white and minority.
The irate RSB further claimed
that while at SFSU Bunzel created
one "token" course in African
Studies in an effort to divert the
struggle for an ethnic studies
department.
While these claims were being
made, Bonzel remained silent until
he referred the students to a piece he
has written for Commentary
Magazine on the Bakke case.
After the Students demanded
Bunzel make an appearance May 11,
he asked RSB spokeswoman Robin
Dunne to leave her name and phone
number and promised he would
contact her.
The group had tried to get an appointment with the president for a
week, but were consistently turned
down, according to Sharon Uki, a
member of the RSB.
The Brigade told Bunzel if he did
not contact them soon they would be
back.
The RSB maintained that Bunzel
is helping the capitalists to make
profits out oi minorities by intensifying their oppression. He is trying to
cover up the fact that it’s the
capitalist system of profits that’s
making life harder for everyone.
according to the RSB.
One Brigade member read a

segment from Bunzel’s bicentennial
lecture where he states "We need to
keep in mind that colleges and
universities are and should be in the
business of making discriminating
judgments, it is one reason why
some institutions have excelled and
others are only ordinary. One would
like to purchase equity for our corn poses, but ( to borrow a phrase), ’at
a price less than excellence.’
The only comment Bunzel had
when asked to comment on this was
"oh."
The brigade added that in the
"real" world. Bunzel’s idea of
equality means that minority youth,

after receiving the worst education
possible can compete equally in a
culturally biased admission tests for
college or graduate school.
After hearing all of the claims
and demands Bunzel quickly tried to
assure the angry group that he
would try to make time to meet with
them, and then went back into his
office.
After the I5 -minute confrontation, the brigade left marching and chanting, "Hey Bunzel, you
can’t hide, we know you are on the
rich man’s side," and went over to
the Student Union to pass out handbills about the meeting.

1,111 T
A surprised President John Bunref is put on the spot by an angry group from the
Revolutionary Student Brigade who barged in hos office
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Opinion
Elevator educator gets shaft
in temporary faculty dispute
By Gilbert Chan
SJSU administrators and faculty
members are in the midst of controversy over tenure, retention and
promotions.
Administrators say it is against
university policy to hire temporary
employes for a third or fourth year.
However, the opposition claims no
such policy exists.
Take the recent case of Henry
Upson. SJSU lecturer in elevator
education.
Upson, who pioneered the art of
elevator education and techniques,
was not retained for a third year.
Upson ran his cla:ses daily at the
Business Tower elevator. He was
considered the "best in the country"
in elevator education.
At a recent press conference,
SJSU President John Bunzel lauded
Upson for his "great contributions in
the art of elevator techniques."
Bunzel noted the fact that he had
lured the highly touted Upson from
his lucrative 850.000 per year Transamerica Pyramid elevator job in
San Francisco.
Bunzel had told Upson about the
poor elevators at SJSU and offered
him a modernized elevator
"classroom" that would be the envy
of the nation.
Upson’s "classroom" became the
most popular course at SJSU.
Standing room only best described
his classes.
Soon, his courses in Elevator 1A,
18, and 101 became the first accredited elevator major in the
United States.
Unfortunately, last spring Upson
was notified that he would not be
retained for the fall. The rationale

Comment)
was that Upson’s retention and
tenure would violate the university’s
80/20 (tenured/temporary) faculty
ratio policy.
When Upson learned that he was
not going to be on the faculty rolls in
Gilbert Chan is the Spartan Daily
city editor.
the fall, he commented "I got the
shaft."
In effect, Upson was caught
between "floors" and was headed to
the unemployment ranks.
Bunzel was appalled when he
learned of the situation, according to
sources close to the president.
But Bunzel refused to comment,
only stating that he was looking into
the matter.
Meanwhile, a temporary
replacement for the fall, 1977
semester was chosen. Upson’s replacement-to-be, John Downing,
was poorly qualified to instruct the
course. Downing had only one year
of experience in elevator techniques.
His previous experience was in
the less-than-prestigious library
elevators at SJSU. Even Bunzel was
not satisfied with the choice, according to the sources.
An official statement released by

the administration stated the
selection was made because of "the
urgency to fill the temporary
position."
With this in mind, Upson decided
to appeal the decision not to retain
him for a fourth year.
He contended that no such policy,
which limits temporary faculty to
three years, exists.
Therefore, he said, it was not
appropriate to release him.
The Academic Senate had not
specifically set a time limit for
temporary faculty.
However the administrator said
it (policy) does exist even if it is
not written specifically.
"I was not aware of the unwritten
policy," Upson said during the
hearing.
Dean Robert Sasseen, dean of
faculty and chief "defense attorney"
for the administration, said that
persons who need to know about the
policy generally are aware of it.
Upson’s presentation was
hopelessly headed for defeat, according to most observers.
In a last minute plea, Upson
asked his chief supporter, Bunzel, to
help his case.
A memo from Bunzel was
received while the hearing reached
its final stages. A stay appeared
likely for Upson.
The memo read:
"I have known Upson for many
years. He is perhaps the finest expert in elevator education. Despite
this, rules are rules and they must
be obeyed. The university is losing a
fine educator, but I’m sure Henry
will realize that his job has its ups
and downs."

Parents’ eagerness offends ref
By Ed Finkas
Dressed in a black and white
with a silver whistle
shirt,
striped
dangling from my neck, I throw the
ball up between the two players.
The blue team’s center tipped the
ball to his teammate who bounced
the ball off his foot and out of
bounds.
I quickly blew my whistle and
pointed in the direction of the white
team’s goal.
"You need a new pair of
glasses," one woman yelled.
The blue team’s coaches, all
attired in light blue shirts and pants
and white belts and shoes, shouted in
unison, "Come on ref, all we ask is
you call them right."
The scene of an NBA basketball
game, right? Not quite. The blue
team members are in third and
fourth grade, although you wouldn’t
know by the parents’ and coaches’
enthusiasm.
Similar situations exist in little
league baseball, soccer, football and
almost any sport where there are
winners and losers.

And the parents, hoping that their
kids will grow up to be another Willie
Mays, Joe Namath or Pete, don’t
help the situation. They often pass
Ed Finicas is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
on the word that winning is
everything. Winning may be nice,
but I don’t think it should be
everything.
When my brother played in little
league baseball, an irate mother
once screamed, "Get him out of
there," after he made an error. And
this isn’t that unique.
Some recreation programs are
now emphasizing having fun while

playing the game, although still
trying your best. In these programs
everyone gets to play and if you win
it’s nice, but if you lose that is okay
too.
The winners of the sports jamborees aren’t announced and you
realize everyone knows who won
anyway. And everyone participating
gets a certificate or something, not
just the winners.
Intramural programs like the
ones at SJSU are great. These
programs make it possible for
everyone, not just the best players,
to play.
And, although at intramural
games, the refs get yelled at too, the
yelling isn’t as serious as the
father’s whose 8-year-old child is
called for a foul.
"That was an offensive foul," the
father hysterically shouted. "He
was in position, you idiot."
Like all good referees, I pretend
like I don’t hear the remark, and
turn my head the other way.
But the situation still exists.
Winning is everything.

Letters
Bunzel talks for
all the rich
Editor:
In the last several weeks there
have been many articles in the Daily
giving support to the Bakke Decision
such as interviews with President
Bunzel, or ridiculing the fight
against it like the comment in
Monday’s paper, "What if they gave
us sports programs, but no one was
in right minorities."
President Bunzel has been actively pushing his line nationwide
in the San Jose Mercury, the
Spartan Daily, in Commentary and
in the New York Times that affirmative action programs are
"reverse discrimination." In fact
it’s not just his line at all he is a
real mouthpiece for the rich who run
this country who benefit from
minority discrimination.
They are now trying to divert our
attention, using the smokescreen of
reverse discrimination to try to
confuse us and to turn whites and
minorities against each other. Instead we are saying we aren’t falling
for this divide and conquer scheme.
While affirmative action
programs don’t even approach doing
away with discrimination, they are
victories, concessions we won from
the system, and which do deal real
blows against discrimination.
Bunzel will be speaking at an
affirmative action conference at
SJSU on Thursday. The
Revolutionary Student Brigade and
other angry students will be there
too, exposing what’s behind those
fine sounding words Bunzel is so
slick at using, as well as taking on
other speakers who are also
representatives of the system.
We demand that Bunzel speak to
students of San Jose State University at an open meeting on May 11,
the day of California-wide campus
demonstrations, and defend his
stand before the students here at
SJSU.
Randy Scott
History junior
Revolutionary Student Brigade

Jesus people,
leave me be
Editor:
This is an open letter to all of you
who consider yourselves to be Christians of one persuasion or another.
I am not adverse to discussing
religious beliefs with anyone, as long
as they do not try to convince me
that their beliefs or reasoning hold
the only answer to salvation.
I am speaking as a fellow human
being who believes in the right of
every other human being to choose
his own method of worship or nonworship, and I bear no
against anyone who thinks differently from myself.
However, as much as it is against
my nature, I cannot help feeling
antagonism towards those who try to
convert me by telling me that conversion is inevitable, and that I will
eventually come to see the truth.

1 am happy that you have found
answers in your lives, and I am joyful for you as well, but I ask that you
allow me to find my own answers. It
may well be that I will come to accept Jesus Christ as Lord, but at this
time it is not a part of me.
I believe that there are many
paths to the truth, and presently 1
am depending on myself to find the
way, with a little help from people I
respect.
I only ask that you keep this in
mind the next time you discuss
religion with another. Try to remember that there are other answers
than your own.

Ponty review
found lacking
Editor:
I’m still waiting for an explanation to why rhyming "nude" with
"pulchritude" "injects some life
into a drowsy music scene."
This and other amazing opinions
were presented for all to see in
Monday’s review of the Jean LucPonty-Michael Franks concert at
the Performing Arts Center.

Whatever the outcome, I wish
you and your staff the best of luck
next year and the years after.
You’re going to need it if your
student government is anything like
some of the people here.

Franks, a jazz-pop vocalist with
an accent on mellowness, has a fine
band backing him up. The problem
is his voice. It never changes. Never.
After two songs, possibly three, the
crowd around me was increasingly
restless. All the more regretfully,
the band, led by outstanding string
bassist John T. Williams, while
exploring one creative theme after
another, was constantly drowned out
by Frank’s monotonous voice.
The review neglects to mention
this. Instead we are treated to such
gems as: listing additional nonsense
lyrics more appropriate for a
Saturday afternoon matinee than a
sophisticated audience, saying
Franks sang to a "widely enthusiastic public," which is nonsense,
comparing Franks pianist to Vince
Guaraldi, and most important,
stating that Franks should have
closed the show before Ponty
opened.
Jean Luc-Ponty played an exciting set that was excellently
received by the audience. Displaying his eclecticism by playing four
different violins, Ponty and band
exhibited a wide understanding of
jazz-rock fusion with added touches
of strong classical influence. My
only complaint was the relatively
short length of the show.
Once again, the review neglects
to mention this. Let’s go over
Ponty’s review point by point.
The reviewers state that Ponty
"assaults" the audience with highvolume jazz-rock. Sure, Ponty’s
music is adniittedly frenetic. But
"assault"? Come on now, I’ve heard
music tremendously louder at other
concerts.
The reviewers don’t like Ponty
letting each member of his band
solo. What they don’t realize is that
Ponty, a man with an extensive
resume in the music business, is a
democratic leader, something he
learned while paying his dues on the
way up.
Instead of the typical spoiled -brat
leader with his amps turned to twice
the volume of the rest of the bands,
Ponty prefers to play in the context
of a band, not needing the added egobooster of domination.
Additionally, each member of
Ponty’s band is sufficiently talented
to solo, something not true of many
other bands.
Finally, while "Strummer"
might be a cute name that Michael
Franks would give his bass guitarist, Ponty’s guitarist is named
Darryl Stuermer.
It’s a shame that so many people
could have been turned off to Jean
Luc-Ponty by one lousy review.

Jeff Evans
Editor, CSU Fresno Collegian

Jan Greben
Political Science senior

Bob Bergman
Social science senior

Fresno editor
on budget cut
Editor:
I was saddened to read in your
April 12 issue that the Spartan
Daily’s budget has been removed
from the areas funded by the Associated Students.
As an editor from another university newwspaper, I can’t see how the
A.S. can honestly say they are representing the best wishes of the
students of SJSU by eliminating the
financing of the student newspaper.
From my understanding, you
have a readership of about 20,000. In
your recent student elections, if your
school is like mine, only a small percentage of students voted.
In this time of apathy, hurting a
service that is utilized by most, if not
all, students is pure stupidity.
Let’s face it. The A.S. as well as
the university administration needs
something to serve as a "watchdog"
over it. Cutting back on this is not in
the best interests of the students,
who have "the right to know" this information.
I hope I’m wrong, but it could be
a real struggle for you to get funded
next year or future years once student government has a last of not
funding the paper.
I can sympathize. Last year, our
budget was slashed 19 per cent by
our A.S. This moved us from five
days a week to only two.
We had three full-time employes
when we were daily. Two were
forced to leave when no money was
available to pay them. The third was
"forced" into retirement between
semesters this year. It is not a pretty
scene.
I hope for the sake of journalism
and the students of SJSU that this is
not the beginning of the end of the
Spartan Daily.
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Confidentiality of source essential,
says former newsman Daniel Schorr
By Bill Weeks
sources begin to become
majority of CIA and FBI
Calling the con- frightened that they may activity was legitimate, but
fidentiality of news sources become discovered, and the public has every "right
the backbone of a success- will be afraid to talk."
to know" when the orful press, former CBS
"Once this happens, in- ganizations were breaking
correspondent -turned - vestigative reporting be- the law.
teacher Daniel Schorr dis- comes crippled," the 60He said that the Americussed the "media jungle" year-old journalist said.
can people are not always
he has been tangled up in "Then reporting becomes happy to hear such revelaover the last four decades.
nothing more than cover- tions.
Speaking to more than ing ’official’ news and
"Probably the most
500 persons at De Anza press conferences which difficult aspect of reporting
College’s Flint Center on eventually leads to leaders is providing information
Tuesday, his discussion covering up certain in- that people do not want to
concerned the enormous formation."
hear," he said.
Neil Hanshaw
amount of secrecy in the
"Sometimes people
Schorr mentioned that
San Jose Police Officer Leroy Pyle checks the serial number of a suspect’s bicycle. The federal government, and
secrecy is something the
want to run away from the
suspect was apprehended for resisting arrest Police first tried to stop him near Tenth and the reporter’s duty to ingovernment should try to truth, but that is the difSanta Clara streets, but did not catch up with him until he reached Ninth and San Carlos streets.
form the public on informa- limit only to national
ference between the retion the bureaucracy may security.
porter and the politician,"
try to hide.
"We saw what hap- Schorr sa:d.
Schorr came into the na- pened to the FBI and CIA,"
"The politician can give
tional spotlight last year Schorr said. "For 20 years the people what they want
when he refused to tell the they were allowed to act in to hear and act on the whim
House Ethics Committee almost total secrecy and of their constituents," he
where he got the copy of the after a while you have
said. "A journalist must
Pike Report, a secret docu- moral people doing im- give them the truth."
ment on illicit FBI and CIA moral things because they
Schorr, who is currently
English department, will election could have disBy Gary Morse
a professor of journalism
couraged some students activities that he leaked to know no one will ever find
Joe Trippi, the slightly be published May 23.
the Manhattan tabloid out about it."
at U.C. Berkeley, said he is
"If people had a sense of from voting.
zany editor of the Spartan
"The Village Voice."
"The FBI and CIA went
not really happy with his
A secondary reason
Lampoon, wanted to say humor, there would have
Schorr
said
nothing
is
bad
because
the
public
had
new
celebrity status that
the humor publication been no question (to pub- which halted publication,
more
important
to
an
inno
idea
how
they
came
as a result of leaking
didn’t debut April 18, be- lish on schedule)," Trippi he said, was a lack of vestigative reporter than operated," he
said. "They
the House report.
money to pay the $727 in
cause Russian spies had said. "But I received flak
the protection of his or her needed some fresh air to
Big change
stolen a parody article of a on a number of stories, printing costs.
sources.
blow through their offices
"It is quite a transOriginally, Trippi and
CIA agent infiltrating such as the frat stories."
and not leave all their deciDangerous process
formation from news
He said fraternity and Associate Editor Eric ShiSJSU.
"If a reporter betrays sions to a J. Edgar Hoover
reporter to news story,"
But rather than for that, sorority leaders had told mizu were going to pay for his source, a very dan- or a George Bush."
Schorr said. "I really don’t
or any of the other humor- him the articles weren’t the printing out of their gerous process begins,"
Public right
think it is good if a reporter
own pockets and then be re- Schorr said. "Other
ous reasons he wished were funny.
Schorr added the
becomes more famous than
"They said we were just imbursed from whatever
true, the Lampoon’s first
issue was delayed because stereotyping frats and they money was raised from the
were having a hard enough Lampoon Open, a bowling
some people didn’t think
time getting out of that tournament.
his articles were so funny.
stereotype without seeing it
After the political conTrippi. a successful in the Lampoon."
troversy, however, they
candidate for A.S. Council
didn’t feel like chancing the
Trippi said his decision money, Trippi said.
in last week’s election, said
he showed copies of Lam- to hold off on the Lampoon
But with about, $1,300
poon material to leaders of was influenced by A.S. Vice in prizes donated and with
Steve Faustina, SJSU’s group’s position on the case decision that said the UniPresident-elect Edna $6 entry fees for the May 13
campus political groups
to the U.S. Supreme Court.
versity of California
and "got a very non- Campbell. He said she was Student Union bowling affirmative action officer,
The Bakke case, which system’s graduate proconcerned that the Lam- tourney, there should be has been nominated for the
humorous response."
will come before the Su- gram fosters a ’reverse dispoon could have hurt the enough money raised to presidency of the AmeriAfter several such reacc ri mina tion’ against
chances of the whole cover printing costs, Tripp’ can Association for Af- preme Court this fall, is a
tions, he decided to delay
California Supreme Court
whites
firmative Action.
publication rather than Student Independent Party said.
Faustina said he is the
ticket.
risk alienating potential
If so, the Lampoon will
which
is
cusonly nominee,
Trippi also said publish- appear May 23.
voters. The Lampoon, a
ing a Lampoon article poksatire of campus issues,
But that’s if Russian tomary, and will probably
be elected when the threeing fun at student govern- spies don’t steal the CIA
groups, persons and pubyear-old association votes
ment eight days before the article in the meantime.
lications sponsored by the
at its annual conference in
Washington D.C. next
TOUR & TRAVEL
week.
The 34-year-old is servINTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC
ing this year as national
BONDED & INSURED AGENT
secretary and chairman of
the professional standards
committee. Elected posi322 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
tions rotate each year ac286-3343
286-3344
cording to Faustina.
Faustina said he hopes
The movie "Boys in the for all students interested
to provide strong leaderBand" will be shown at the in being counselors for new
ship "in this very difficult
Stustudents
Gay
meeting of the
during registraperiod."
The Campus Ministry
dents Union at 7 tonight in tion on June 24 and 25
With enrollment declinshould meet at 7:30 tonight will hold a "Campus
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
ing, affirmative action,
Ministry’s Mass for All
in the S.U. Pacifica Room.
which upholds fairness in
People" at 5 p.m. Sunday
Assemblywoman Leona
employment practices for
Egeland, D-San Jose, will
The Concerned Black at the Campus Christian
women and minorities, is
speak on the "Future of Students, Staff and Faculty Center’s Chapel, 300 S. 10th
having troubles.
Mental Health Programs in will meet at 5 p.m. today to St.
California" at Delta Tau in the S.U. Pacifica Room
"Decline in enrollment
Kappa International Social to discuss black workshops
causes a decline in hiring
Careers
for
Ad
Tickets
at
8
toScience Honorary
and other projects for the
opportunity and we also
Day will be on sale from
night in the S.U. Council spring semester.
have cutbacks," he said.
10:30 p.m. to noon today
Chambers.
"Since the last people hired
The Inter-Varsity Chris- through May 5 in the lobby
are women and minorities
Campus Ambassadors tian Fellowship will meet of the Journalism Building.
they’ll be the first to go."
at 7 tonight at the Campus Tickets can be purchased
will meet at 12:30 p.m.
However Faustina said
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in JC
today in BC 101 for bible Christian Center.
he is optimistic that at the
207. Tickets are $5.
study.
end of his one year term
The Affirmative Action
affirmative action will conAn orientation meeting Symposium will address
tinue to be "a viable prothe Bakke case and its
The SJSU student chapponent of equal opramifications will from 10 ter of the NPPA will pre(Spartan 1)ail
portunity."
a.m. to 5 p.m. today in the sent the fourth annual mini
Faustina said his group
upper
level
of
the
student
State
Sanitise
West
the
"Focus
short course,
Sewing
will be taking an antiUniversity Cernmunity
union.
’77," at 9 a.m. Saturday in
Bakke position and will
Since 1934
SCI 142. Registration fee is
have an attorney submit a
Second dies Postage Pad 14 S4’
Rickie
will
Brother
Soul
$6.50.
brief containing the
Joao Caramel Menter of Cah
rap with Michael Jackson
forma Newspaper Publohais Asso
and a surprise guest at 5:30
cation end the Arociated Press
Published deity by San Jon State
p.m. tomorrow on KSJS 91
university. except %MIN 1107
FM.
The
Sundry. 4.nng the college ,

Russian spies involved?

Lampoon hits snags

Faustina nominated for
fairness group president

Daniel Schorr, the talk of the journalism community last
year. discussed his career, and his thoughts on investigative
reporting Tuesday

what he is printing."
He added, "I had to get
an unlisted phone number
which I felt cut me off from
is a
the public which
position a journalist should
never be in."
Schorr, the recipient of
two Emmy Awards for his
Watergate coverage for
CBS, said the story really
surprised him.
"I told (Walter) Cronkite I didn’t think the story
was going to last very
long," Schorr said through
a smile. "I thought that

these five clowns (the
Watergate burglars) would
go to jail and that would be
it."
"But I really underestimated Nixon’s capacity for
self destruction." Schorr
said.
"When an ordinarily intelligent man talks about
bribery, corruption, and
slush fund with his top
aides and tapes them for
posterity one has to be
baffled, but that is really
what cost Nixon the presidency."

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Did you ever wonder what it
would feel like in the sky,
under canopy! Experience a
natural high-try sport parachuting.
First Jump Course
Group Rates
Wed. Fri. 415-635-4151
Sat. Et Sun. 415-757-9957
ASK FOR JEFF

PERSIAN CARAVAN

spartaguide

*

Steven’s Para-loft
School of Sport Parachuting
* *
* * * * * * * *

No.1 Hit this week!

opinions expired herrn are ’ml
newer* those of the Associated
Students, the College Actrimostrirech
or ttr Department of Journalern and
Advertising Sul:wipers acceethi
only Lin a remands of earnest.
biers Full acadirsc year, $9 each
Semester, 5499 Oh cents pnce
piNC.Ccy, 10 cents Phone 277 3181
Advertising 277 3171 Printed to
Suburban Newspaper Publication,
Inc . Cupola.

The institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers will host Paul
Brown from National Semiconductor to speak on
"Specific Operational
Amplifiers and their Uses"
at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in
ENG 329.

20%
OFF

Elegant cruise ship or luxurious
style
car ferry...
does it with
...1karage’rgis

No other cruise line otters
more ancient sites, more
modern excitement end
unsurpassed luxury and Kareettorgis does it
with style -aboard the
superb 23,000 ton Navarino,
formerly the Gripsholm.
Experience the ancient splendor
of GreeceOlympia. Mycenae
Epidaurus, Delos, Delphi, Mt
is four of the world’s most exotic cities Athens,
beautifully refurbished
Aboard
the
Venice.
I..t.inbul and
Navarino. From Venice alternate Saturdays or Piraeus alternate
TueSdays. 14 ports in 14 days. and Kareoeerzas does it with style

OFFER
GOOD
UNTIL

4/28/77

Relax aboard the 16,000
ton Mediterranean Sea or
Mediterranean Sky The
convenient, luxurious way
to take scar to Greece.

HEALTHY PLANTS
WITH AD

SPARTAN MARKET

Sailing from Ancona, the
nearest port to the center of
Europe year round. Sailing
to Patraithe ideal gateway
to Greece in 34 hours direct,
or 35 hours via Corfu.

featuring
-

Plants from 79C
Complete wine section
Sandwiches from 69C
Coffee and Donuts
U S.D.A. Choice Meat
Farm fresh produce

Four convenient ridings per
week through the &MTV.
Iwo a week in Winter. From
either end. Luxury cruise line,
standards of accomodations.
. md service. with the convenience of your car on board
Aiut i’ice’s a bonus 30% f@ritlrtiO for students.

LI NES
Kol.e I<ARAGEORGIS
-4 in expert your trivet
mount on for mor information
contact: Koregoorois Lino. 13110 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10019 Telephoto: 12121 592 3007
All vessel, are of Greek Roan!, ,

8th and Williams
OPEN: 7 am-12pm
GIN

- I

I

Student Union Information Center
Continuing Education, JC136B
Administration Bldg. Information Center

Get your copy now!
a
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Confucius thoughts on canvas

Multi-arts exhibit in S.U.

Artists interpret ’Great Ideas’
By Sue Briley
From the dark recesses
of man’s imagination came
the ideas for most of the
modern conviences middle
America enjoys today.

medium, technique or
style. The only stipulation
being that the work be
related in some manner to
the idea selected by the
artist.

The computer, selectric
typewriter, and yes, even
the TV were just ideas
once.

The product being some
of the most interesting and
imaginative pieces to be
seen in one collection.

To celebrate the inception of the great
philosophical and industrial ideas throughout
history, the Container
Corporation of America.
wanted an original advertising approach totally
removed from the standard
"hard shell."

The "Great Ideas"
exihibit is not just for the
art lover, it’s for the person
that appreciates greatness
in any form.
Artist interpretation
One piece in particular
is most enjoyable.
Given the quotation
from Elenor Roosevelt,
"Remember always that
you have not only the right
to be an individual; you
have an obligation to be
one," artist Paul Levy
takes Mrs. Roosevelt
literally and creates
something totally original.

Pioneering effort
The result is the "Great
Ideas" series a pioneering
effort in the corporate
business and fine arts in
America.
The Corporation
comissioned each work of
art in the "Great Ideas"
series to interpret a
philosophic statement by a
leading author or
No
statesman.
requirements were placed
upon the artist as to

His work is a wooden
constructioned mirrored
box with a small venitian
blind painted with
snowflakes.
The quotation by James

Madison in the Federalist
Papers, 1788, "The people
are the only the only
legitimate fountain of
power," is interpreted by
Jesus Soto in a tall
streamlined stainless steel
sculpture.
Art forms
Oil paintings, collages,
photographs, and sculpture
are all included in the
exhibit.
The quotations of such
leaders as Goethe,
Thoreau, Emerson, Einstein and even Confucius
provide inspiration for the
collection.

If the campaign to
stimulate thinking is the
driving force, the exhibit
certainly succeeds; and
stimulates yet more
creativity and ideas to the
viewer.

OF SAN JOSE

FINE JAPANESE DINING
FUSHIMI LOUNGE

ANCIENT
APITOL

ENDS FR/DAY!

"ONE OF THE
FUNNIEST PICTURES
EVER MADE.’

593 No. 5th St. at JACKSON
SAN JOSE. 292-7311

TUE-FRI 1110 to 2:00
4:30 to 9:00

Luis
Bunuel
Triple
Bill!

Stuart Byron. Rolling Stone

"DIARY
OF A
CHAMBER
MAID" 6:00
"THE DISCREET
CHARM OF THE
BOURGEOISIE"
7:45
"PHANTOM
OF LIBERTE"
9:30

John Milton’s quotation on truth provided the inspiration
for this interpretation in tempera by artist Rene Magritte in
the "Great Ideas" exhibition at the San Jose Museum of Art.

ENJOY A BIT
OF JAPAN AT

411>

SAT 12 00 to 2 00

to 2:30
5:00 to 8:00

SUN 12 00

4:30 to 9:30
CLOSED MON.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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LOS ANGELES (AP) Good-bye, waxy yellow
buildup. Good-bye Fernwood flasher, Tom, Loretta
and Charlie. And good-bye
good-bye ’Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman.’ "
Television’s most
outrageous soap opera will
be canceled this summer
after two years because its
creators said they wanted
to go out while it was still a
hit.
The show was usually

Directors

TONIGHT

RCA Recording Artist

STUDENT TICKETS- EL2.48- 85 00
sponsored by Underground Recotds

STEVEN DEES

91.1 South lird Street San Jew ’ 2k6 8303

will open the

Cocteau’s

"BEAUTY Et THE BEAST"m
Costumes

Slip Over

Street

Clothes

41111

show

9iralo
Friday and Saturday

Sons ’Delicatessen
Manufacturer of
ravioli
. Imported delicatessen
We cater
28 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, Ca.
293-6240

100 S. Second St.
San Jose, Ca.
279-9096

April 29 and 30

ALIAS
Wednesday May 4

SKYCREEK
Thursday May 5

OTIS RUSH

INFQRMAL DINING
University Ave , Los Gatos
Phone 354 0700

Spartan Daily

unny SMITH
pre/entr
\_
e_Mit

01
tikC144:::1
.c 34
e
’
:14;Solf::\
COIlle
\.0
c.eatot09-P)
fse.p 00
1
0014

five shows a week was
strenuous.
"Louise didn’t quit."
Lear said. "If the press and
the public wishes to believe
that Louise quit that’s
beyond our control."
Industry sources had
speculated in recent weeks
that Lasser would quit the
series because of
exhaustion.
She contended last year
that the grueling pace was
threatening her health and
well being and her work
schedule was cut from five
to three days a veek

MISTRESS

C1141ENIA0,

YS

"Throughout
television’s history hit
shows have been allowed to
run to the point where they
fizzle out" said creatorproducer Norman Lear of
Tandem Productions at a
news conference Tuesday.
"We didn’t want that to be
Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman’s’ fate."
Star Louise Lasser
denied that she had quit the
show, although she admitted that the schedule of

-110447,

22 Varieties of GIANT
SUBMARINES
Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

00,2. 03

Sex.

San Jose Center For I
The Performing
5
Arts

* Spartan Daily Classifieds *
****
**********

"CITY LIGHTS"
8:45 (also 5:45
Sat & Sun)

N

seen at 11 p.m. because of
its hilarious sendup of soap
opera’s preoccupation with

April 30

7 15 (also 10.15
Sat Et Sun
plus,

e

"Last year we gave out
awards, but this year we
feel that winning the
contest will be its own
reward," said Torres.

Lew Christensen and Michael Smuin

PAULS PLACE

0 As95’
,
,...ore
,
,IT%%004C6te.

Tandy Beal, who is a
dance instructor at U.C.
Santa Cruz, will judge the
performing arts entries in
PER 282, dance studio. on
Sunday at 10 a.m.
The SJSU: Exhibition
and Performance is being
funded by Grope, the S.U.
association, Union Gallery.
and the Art Department.

TAT,. performance only

- Sat thru Tues -

354-0965

"There will be no prizes
for the competition, said
Dorothy Torres of the
Union Gallery, who is
helping to coordinate the
event.

Smuin
MEDEAMichael
Samuel Barber

Charlie Chaplin’s
"MODERN TIMES"

41 N. Santa Cruz Avenue

The exhibition is a
chance for students to show
their work. said Torres.
The exhibition will continue Saturday at 3 p.m.
with a lecture and film presentation by Wiley in the
S.U. Umunhum Room.

San Francisco Ballet

Carlo

Starts Wed

judged on Saturday by
William T. Wiley, a Bay
Area artist who has had
showings throughout the
United States, and Jessica
Jacobs, director of Wordworks Art Gallery in San
Jose.

Farewell farewell Mary Hartman

Such well known artists
as Rene Magritte, Ben
Shahn, James Rosenquist
and Richard Hunt are
represented.

KOME presents Friday & Saturday only
Midnight til Dawn Beatles Marathon
"Hard Day’s Night" "Help" "Let It Be’
"Yellow Submarine" "Concert For Bangladesh"
- Tickets S2.00 et the door -

"SJSU: Exhibition and
Performance 1977" will
begin tomorrow in the S.U.
Council Chambers with a
showing for visual arts
entries.
The exhibition is a
combined showing of visual
arts, dance, and music,
which is being presented by
the Student Arts Committee.
Students wishing to
enter the visual art competition need to bring their
work, plus a El application
fee, to the showing, which
will be from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
The art works will be

21 or older / I.D REQUIRED
Advanced tickets available at all BASS outlets
30 So. Central Campbell
374-4000

Classifieds!
7411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111k1

SPECIAL!
A CREPE BRUNCH
suND,o,
’,tee»
RAINBOW LADY
408

E WILLIAM ST

Paul Templeton’s
Tully Road Stables

HORSEBACK RENTALS
GROUP & SPECIAL RATES
AVAILABLE
RIDING INSTRUCTIONS

eAiettl

860 Tully Rd
San Jose CA

Forget the hamburgers and sandwiches!

Now YOU have a choice...

ti

2924561

11 h

Reni

of f

20%
with thin coupon
on our tog $150,Tcpo

Mexican food!

AYYAD’S STEAK HOUSE

’41\111,"

EVERY FRI., SAT., SUN. SPECIAL

Complete Dinner For wo
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
JUNE 1& 2,1977
Tacos 400 Burritos 40C
Enchiladas 400
Combination plates $1.65-1.80
Fernando’

Choice Top Sirloin
And Prawns
Combination

Includes Baked Potatoe, Garlic Bread, And All You Can Eat Salad Buffet
Served All Da
SERVING BEER

Circle StarSonTheatre
3641-2550
Carlos

1717 Industrial Rood

649

Et WINE

1310 AUZERAIS (across from Sears)
LOCATED AT BIT-0-SWEDEN
open 11:30 to 8 PM

294-8007
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Mel Brooks, S.F. in ’High Anxiety’
a

By Kathy Morrison
Spouting one-liners as if
he was a veritible comic
geyser, Mel Brooks turned
a press conference at San
Francisco’s Hyatt Regency
Hotel into a mini -performance Monday morning, much to the delight of
his audience.
One of Hollywood’s
most successful comedy
writer-directors, Brooks
was in the Bay Area to
begin shooting his sixth
feature film, entitled "High
Anxiety."
Brooks himself,
Madeleine Kahn, Cloris
Leachm an and Harvey
Korman head the cast of
the film, which will be on
location in San Francisco
until Wednesday and is
scheduled for release in
December.
As the director of such
hits as "The Producers,"
"Blazing Saddles," and
"Young Frankenstein" describes it, "High Anxiety"
will be a Brooksian tribute
to Alfred Hitchcock, using
techniques that made the

Taj Mahal
to play S.U.
tomorrow
Taj Mahal brings the
musical history of
American black blues to
SJSU Friday night.
He will give one show
only, rather than the two
originally scheduled, at 9
p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom.
Tickets sold for the 8 and 11
p.m. performances will be
honored.
"I studied the American
black blues like some folks
study Stravinsky," Mahal
said.
Mahal has recorded
songs like "Bacon Fat,"
"West Indian Revelation,"
"Truck Driver" and
"Music Fuh Ya."
The former student of
the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst
also scored the music for
NBC’s "Scott Joplin: King
of Ragtime," "Brothers,"
"Sounder" and "Sounder
II."
Mahal’s concert is sponsored by the SJSU associated students and the
Resident Halls Activities
Council (RHAC).
Tickets are $3.50 for
RHAC cardholders, 84.50
for students and 85.50 for
general admission. Tickets
can be purchased at the associated students business
office in the student union.
BASS outlets, San Jose Box
Office and at the door.

Concert band,
modern ballet
Wednesday

portly director master of
the mystery film.
"It’ll be typical Hitchcock," Brooks said. "We’ll
be doing a lot of shooting
from above or below
we’re spending 842,000 just
for ceilings!"
Brooks explained that
the film crew will be using
the exact San Francisco
locations Hitchcock used in
"Vertigo," including the
famous phone booth under
the Golden Gate Bridge.
Madeleine Kahn
"Madeleine Kahn will
be in the booth and I’ll be
the killer on the other end,"
he said. "She picks up the
phone and hears heavy
breathing: huuuuuh-huh,
huuuuuh-huh, huuuuuhhuh. Silence. . . then Kahn
says ’Look, mister, I don’t
go for these kind of phone
calls.’ "
Brooks said he would
like to dedicate the film to
Hitchcock, whom he
considers "the best allround director in films
today." The two directors
met briefly to talk technique, and Brooks was
surprised to find Hitchcock
"so emotional and so warm
. . . a very sensitive man."
"I was really at the
master’s feet," Brooks
said, describing how Hitchcock told him various
stories involved with his
films.
"It would be wonderful
if he could be in ’High
Anziety,’ but I’m not even
going to bother him," he
added.
But won’t the film be
making fun of Hitchcock’s
technique?
"I never make fun of the
people I revere," Brooks
said. "I just thank them for
creating the genre for the
film."
Most of Brook’s works
are take-offs on other films
("Young Frankenstein"
and "Silent Movie," for
examples), and he has frequently been threatened
with lawsuits for "lifting"

David Pacheco
Mel Brooks is seen here spouting one-liners while promoting his new movie
a press conference in San Francisco’s Hyatt Regency Hotel.

other material
Bean scene
The director reported
that he was sued four times
for the screenplay of "The
Producers" and twice for
"Blazing Saddles", supposedly for stealing the infamous "bean scene."
"I was sued for ’Young
Frankenstein, too," he
said, "mostly by people

with a lot of stitches on
their faces."
Brooks said that none of
the cases ever came to
court, and observed that
"once the film is in the
black, these people come
out of the woodwork."
"In fact, I knew that
’Twelve Chairs’ wasn’t a
box office success when I
wasn’t sued for it," he said.

High Anxiety- at

Of the people who do
bring suits against him,
Brooks said "A pox on
them. You can’t sue your
way into fame. You can
achieve notoriety, maybe,
but not talent."
Brooks said he
generally aims his films at
the college-aged audience
and then lets it radiate out
from there.

"The foreign audience
is good, too," he said
" ’Silent Movie’ is breaking
box office records over
there. All we had to do with
that was translate the
name of the title to the
appropriate language.
"If things gel rough
over here, I know I can always make a living in
Norway," Brooks added,
breaking into a stream of
pseudo -Norwegian gibberish.
"High Anxiety" will
star Brooks as a
psychiatrist with "high
anxiety" (fear of height)
who heads the PsychoNeurotic Institute for the
Very, Very Nervous.
Art form
With all his success as a
writer and direztor, why
become an entertainer?
"Money."
"Actually,! was looking
around for a new comic
vehicle after Gene Wilder
went off to direct on his
own," Brooks said. "I was
passing a mirror one day
and! said to myself ’I know
lean do it.’ "
And of all his talents,
which gives him the most
satisfaction?
"Well. I get 90 per cent
of my personal satisfaction
from a girl named Sheila
who lives in Cincinnati
." he came back, with
the straightest possible
face.
"No, really, I’m in love
with writing," Brooks continued, after the roar of
laughter died away. "It is
the best art form for me.
It’s a primary art form. I
do all the rest to protect the
images I create."
And finally, Brooks said
that the only real message
iie his work is entertainment, though there are always people who look for
others.
"What I want," he
explained, "is for my film
to be the one all-year
people see and don’t ask
’Three and a half dollars
for what?’ "

* * *

* * * * * * * *

The
Bar Exam
By Geene Rees
For the college
student who is looking
quick refresher
for a
-lc and a conversation
piece, exotic drinks can
be the answer. Sunrises,
* screwdrivers, rum and
* coke and wallbangers
can grow to be old hat.
4c And in this monotonous
4, world a change of pace
can do anyone some
* good.
4c

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
4(
*
4(

Bulldogs
One 6 oz. can of frozen
pink lemonade. concentrate
6 oz. of vodka 4 jiggers
6oz. of milk
1 egg (optionalfor thickness)
ice
Combine all
ingredients and blend in
osterizer until smooth.
Serves five, depending
on drinkers intake. For
Bullfrogs. substitute
frozen lime concentrate
instead of pink
lemonade. Creamy
taste with a bang.

Rootbeer Float
1 jigger of Galiano
4r fill glass three-quarters
*
with coke
top with cream and pour
over ice.

Jellybeans
In an old-fashioned
* glass, pour one shot 151 , proof rum, and float 100proof chartreuse liquer
* on top. Ignite and drink
* immediately while
flaming. You can
* *

* *

substitute Galliano instead of chartreuse.

Irish Coffee
Everyone. can make
Irish Coffee, even the 24hour coffee joints. The
trick is to make a good
Irish Coffee.
11/2 oz. of good Irish
Whiskey (Old Bush mills. Jameson or
Tullamore Dew )
1/2 oz. Irish Mist Leper
4-6 oz, of coffee
1-2 small sugar cubes
half and half or whipped
cream
The preparation
plays a large part in this
special recipe.
Warm the glass with
hot water.
Add sugar cubes.
Add the coffee, then
stir until sugar dissolves.
Add whiskey then
Irish Mist (do not stir ).
This should leave
half to three-fourths at
the top of the glass.
Gently pour the cream
on top, making sure it
floats without running
into the coffee.
Drink before it cools.

This should tide the
average student over
for a week or two. This
column will appear continuously and suggestions are welcome.
Write or drop off your
recipes in Spartan Daily
Office in care of Geene
Rees, arts and entertainment.
A good night ends
with a good drink.
* * * *

* * *

FREE ALKA-SELTZER.

FORYOUR EXTRA
CURRICULAR

San Jose States concert
band will be performing at
8 p.m. Wednesday in the
Music Concert Hall.
Featured in the program will be a modern ballet, choreographed by two
graduate students, Julie
Martin and Carol Rix. The
dance will be performed to
Allan Hovhaness’ "Three
Journeys to a Holy Mountain."
The other student dancers performing in the piece
are Cathy Burns, Sue Bofrea, Kathleen Engelbreht,
Sherry Gault and Eloise
Uranga.

MI

Simplified
Auto Insurance from
Equitable General

So ran, to undenland. you will
Ii on, it nen you lop *An.
lot now prprtourn done

pup pwp

LOW
(orninnilme rates &biked
in topenot tenon’,

DAVID STEWART
371 1010

FIST FAST
DATE:

4130 Saturday
EQUITABLE
.11/251114,(,1

K2

On the date listed below, we’ll be giving away free samples of Alka-Seltzer on your
campus. And that’s not all. Four of the sample packs we’re (riving away will contain $25
winturig certificates good for a $25 prize (books or cash). So, if you’re lucky, we’ll
few financial pains as well. Only one prize awarded pet person prize value $25. N
substitution of prizes permitted. Original prize cer tilicate must accompany request tf claim
..,
di iced. A
IA
prize, and cannot be mechanically
TIME:

8-12 PM

LOCATION:

SJSU National Invitational
Track Meet - South Campus

4
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SJSU nabs
net victory

Line-up juggled;
netters improved
By Al Dangerfield
With the Northern California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference tennis championships just around the corner
May 3-5, women’s tennis coach Lyn Sinclair got a chance
to see her team’s strengths and weaknesses in the Ojai
Tennis Tournament last week.
During the season the weak spots of the women’s net
team has been in the No. 1 and No. 2 singles players and
the No. 1 doubles team.
Coach Sinclair has been juggling her doubles teams to
find a consistent winning combination. The singles posi-

By Jim Schwartz
After sweeping all six singles matches, SJSU men’s
tennis team coasted to an easy 8-1 victory over the visiting
University of Washington Tuesday.
The win increased the 17th-ranked SJSU dual match
record to 9-5. It was only the second loss of the year for the
Huskies out of 16 matches. Washington’s first loss came
Monday at the hands of UC Berkeley, who has beaten
SJSU twice this year.
"We played well, but we had weak spots," SJSU coach
Butch Krikorian said. "Nial (Brash) played fantastically
(in singles), but he had a letdown in the second set. Brad
(Rowe) played his best (singles) match all year."
The Spartans only loss came in No. 1 doubles as Mike
Greenberg and Keith Schuster beat Brash and Rowe 7-5, 64.
After winning the first set of No. 1 singles 6-1, Brash
had to come from behind in the second to win the match
from Greenberg. Brash won the second set 7-6 (5-3).
In the second set, Brash fell behind 9-1, but was able to
pull within one, 5-4, winning three of four points.
In the tiebreaker, Brash jumped to a 3-1 lead, but
Greenberg pulled within one, 4-3, after Brash double
faulted which brought the fear of history repeating itself.
In SJSU’s last match, April 19 against Cal, Brash was
leading Cary Stansbury 5-9 and serving for the first set,
but Brash double faulted for the service break. Stansbury
went on to win the set 7-5.
But Brash came through to win the next point and the
match from Greenberg.
The win increased Brash’s dual match singles record
to 11-2.
Rowe started off the sweep of the singles matches with
an easy 6-1, 6-0 victory over Steve Henderson in No. 4.
Dave Couch followed with a three set win over Tom
Wall 6-1, 4-6, £1 in No. 6.
"My serve went bad and I started double faulting,"
Couch said in explaining his second set loss. "He also
played better.
"He was inconsistent at times," Couch continued. "He
was either good or bad. I just tried to keep the ball in play
and let him miss."
In No. 3 singles Henry Jacobson played a tough match
winning 21 of the first 24 points, including the first 10, of
the opening set as he downed Lee Wai Ching 6-2, 6-4.
’
The only low point of the match for Jacobson came at
the start of the second set when Wai Ching held his serve,
then broke Jacobson and held again for a 3-0 lead.
"I just served a bad game," Jacobson said. "I had a
lapse after winning the first set."
After winning the first set 6-4 and taking a 4-1 leap in
the second, Matt Iwersen had to win a tiebreaker, 5-2,:for
a two-set win over Rick Grant in No. 2.
With Iwersen leading 4-1 and serving in the second set,
Grant broke through then held to pull within one at 4-3.
After both players held their serves, Iwersen double
faulted for a service break and a 5-5 tie.
Grant held to take the lead, but Iwersen came right
back and held his service to send it into the nine-point tiebreaker.
Bill Harper completed the singles sweep with a 6-4, 7-5
win over Schuster in No. 5.
In the two doubles matches that SJSU won, both went
the maximum three sets.
Harper and Jacobson came from behind after losing
the first set to beat Grant and Wai Ching 4-6, 7-5, 7-6 (5-2).
In the second set Grant and Wai Ching jumped to a 3-0
lead, but Harper and Jacobson got back on track to pull
within one, 4-3.
Both teams held their serve before Harper and
Jacobson held again and then broke Grant and Wai Ching
to take a 6-5 lead. Jacobson held his serve to give SJSU the
second set.
Iwersen and Couch teamed up to beat Wall and a
shakey Mark Litzau 6-3, 4-6, 6-2 in No. 3 doubles. Litzau
was wobbly all through the match as he was suffering
from a headache.
"We knew SJSU by reputation so it was no shock,"
Chip Zimmer, the Washjngton coach said. "It was a good
experience and experience is what we’re lacking because
we simply don’t get the caliber of teams like SJSU and
Cal."

Comment
tions have not gone without a few changes.
In the early part of the season, Sue Guyon was the No.1
singles player, Julie Gaskill sat uncomfortably in the No.
2 spot and Jennifer Davidson was third.
This combination was found to be ineffective. Against
the more competent schools the No. 1 and No. 2 players
weren’t winning.
Coach Sinclair had challenges and Davidson moved up
to No. 2 and Gaskill went down to No. 3 in the loss to Davidson, while Guyon held on to her ace position.
This new adjustment in the order still failed to satisfy
Sinclair. Guyon still had problems winning her matches in
the No. 1 position. but the other five Spartans were winning.
Following a third and final adjustment of the six
singles position the women’s singles team seemed to be a
lot stronger. Davidson beat Guyon to move the latter down
to the No. 2 position. In a surprise from the bottom three
positions of the six-woman line-up, Debbie Breen unseated
Gaskill from her No. 3 spot and Gaskill went to the No. 4
slot.
This final shift in the line-up has made the Spartans’
line-up stronger. The line-up of Davidson, Guyon, Breen,
Gaskill, Kim Mercer and Pam MacFarlane, in the No. 1
through No. 6 singles, proved to be the strongest order.
The Spartans wiped out Stanislaus State and the
University of Nevada -Reno 7-2 and 9-0 respectively. The
Spartans then lost to U.C. Davis and Calif. U.C. Berkeley
8-1, and 7-2 because they lacked experience.
Coach Sinclair has to be given credit for making her
team as respectable as it has been thus far in the season.
She has formed a successful team out of a group of players
with average talent.
Pam Macfarlane has improved considerably during
the season under Sinclair’s direction. Macfarlane, a converted field hockey player, was not in the starting six at
the beginning of the season. She beat teammate Norren
Austin for the final berth on the team. In this position.
Macfarlane has lost only once.
Kim Mercer, who has been holding on to her No. 5 position throughout the season, has only lost three matches.
Mercer and Breen have more experience than the other
women on the team. Mercer played for two years at De
Anza College before coming to SJSU.
In order to have a stronger trio of doubles teams Sinclair split up the less-than-dynamic duo of Gaskill-Mercer
by moving Mercer down to the No. 2 with Davidson and
Guyon up to the No. 1 team with Gaskill. Throughout the
season the No. 3 team of Breen-Macfarlane has not lost.
Without these changes in the line-up, the Spartan
netters should be able to do fairly well in the NCIAC
championship at U.C. Berkeley.
The only problem the women’s tennis team may be
faced with in the NCIAC championships will be the lack of
experience. Of the starting six players, the two seniors,
Debbie Breen and Kim Mercer should do exceptionally
well.
The Spartans’ only obstacles, if any, will be themselves.

PaoSaxtimi
SJSU’s Randy Bolanos (center) and Joe Silveira (left) attempt to steal the ball from USF forward Alex Nwosu during the soccer
teams 5-0 NCAA quarterfinal loss to the Dons last November at USF’s Ulrich Field. Julie Menendez’ booters have been practicing daily for a spring exhibition season rematch with the NCAA champion Dons May 7 at Spartan Stadium. The 8 p.m.confrontation will feature USF’s two-time all American forward, Andy Atuegbu and SJSU forward Easy Perez, the nation’s leading
scorer for the past two seasons.

Lack of entries change spike dates
By Pete Cavaghan
A lack of entries has
forced the 11th annual San
Jose National Invitational
Track and Field Meet to
move most of its events
scheduled for tomorrow to Saturday starting times.
The women’s events
were slated for Friday, as
was the open hammer
throw. The hammer will be
the only Friday competition, beginning at 1:30 p.m.
at Bud Winter Field.
The drop in entries eliminated the need for many
preliminary heats, thus
cutting the time needed to
complete the meet.
Tickets are on sale in
the SJSU ticket office in the
Men’s Gym until 11 a.m. today. A $1 discount off the
regular $5 reserved seat
price offer will expire at
that time.
Student tickets will be
available at the gate, which
opens at 7 a.m. Saturday.
Saturday’s schedule begins
at 9 a.m.
Track and Field News,
recognized by most athletes and coaches as the foremost authority on track,
noted last year that the
Invitational was the top
meet of its kind because of
the excellent marks attained during competition.

In the 1976 Invitational,
Mac Wilkins had the greatest discus throw performance an individual has
ever achieved, setting
world records on three consecutive throws.
Wilkins, gold medalist
in the 1976 Olympics, still
holds the record in the discus with his 232-foot-6
heave. Sans beard and with
a quieted hair-style, the behemoth Wilkins has been
working out on the SJSIJ
field for Saturday’s competition. He’ll face bronze
medalist John Powell who,
like Wilkins, is a San
Josean.

year.
World class pole vaulters should be long since
finished using that equipment, as vaulting gets
underway at noon.

Ken Staedel, who threw
the discus 217 feet two
weeks ago in open competition at SJSU’s all-comers
meet for second place behind Powell, will also be on
hand.
The event is being held
at 4 p.m. so that what is referred to as a "quartering
wind" will be at its peak,
more conducive to recordsetting performances.
The disc throwers may
demolish the pole vault pit
shed which protects equipment used in that event,
which is located about 210
feet from the throwing
area. It has been hit
several times already this

To help make the Invitational more attractive to
fans, not only will there be
topflight competition, but
also an electronic timer
provided by a Santa Ana based firm, Zetachron Inc.
The device allows fans to
view times from the
stands.

Other events of interest
should begin with the triple
jump, in which Ron Livers
(55 feet 111/2), James Butts
(56-4‰) of the Tobias
Stiders, Olympic silver

Featuring:

(Formerly LIpzi

1098 Leigh Ave., San Jose
Bolund cm CnOilge
Arms% from Alp.a Bets

11/41%.

The clockings registered on the large display
will not be official.

Coupon

"7"go
Watch for
our SpeCial
luncheons
COMING
SOON!

SJSU’s Greg Woepse,
with a lifetime best of 17feet-6 in the pole vault, will
take on: the only leaper
with a better mark in
PCAA action, Long Beach
State’s Don Baird (18-2);
outdoor record holder Dave
Roberts; indoor world record holder and ex-Spartan
Dan Ripley; and former
world record holder Kjell
Isaakson.

:
rogurt

medahst in 1976, and his
teammate, Milan Tiff (55
feet 5) threaten to break 56
feet, which would be a first
at Bud Winter Field.
Ron Livers currently
holds the non-wind-aided
field record, Butts the
aided mark.
Coach of the Spartans
and meet director Ernie
Bullard expects an excellent race between Mark
Schilling of SJSU and Paul
Geis in the 1,500 meters.
Schilling’s season best is
3:56.49, well over his lifetime best.
Geis, NCAA 1974 threemile champion from the
Tobias Striders, should set
a fast pace, Bullard says,
compared to Schilling’s
excellent finish.
Mike Kirtman, Don
Livers, Bob Triplett and
Dedy Cooper may have to
match the 39.9 clocking in
the 400-meter relay they
achieved at the Stanford
Relays in March to beat

quartets from the Maccabi
Track Club, Philadelphia
Pioneers and the Tobias
Striders. Bullard feels that
poor passing of the baton
was a reason the Spartans
finished third behind the
Pioneers and Striders at
the Mt. San Antonio College
Relays.
Two veterans of the
Olympics in the 1,500
meters, Benny Brown and
Maxie Parks of Maccabi,
will duel in the 900 meters.
Parks, with a 45.64, has the
best time in the world this
year at that distance.

Ticket prices at the gate
for Saturday are: general
admission, $3 adults, $2 students and youth, with a $5
reserved seat price.
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Women’s competition
and races among youngsters will be held throughout the day. The three
youth brackets are: 14 and
up, for high schoolers: 1011; and 12-13 year olds.
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FROZEN YOGURT

Make your own sundae
17 toppings to choose from

Open class running
events begin at 1:20 p.m.
Saturday with the mile,
and go until 6 p.m., when
the two-mile walk is held.

DURANGO, COL Ell 301

CALL TOLL FREE, I (floO) 525-5426

Now
interviewing
sophomores
for Army
officer job
opportunities.
Starting salary
above $10,000
Finance
Chemical
Electronics
Law Enforcement
Marine and Terminal
Operations
Food Management
Air Defense
Traffic Management
Material Management
Engineering
Infantry
Petroleum Management

Training Management
Artillery
Medical Professions
Intelligence
Armor
Highway and Rail Operations
Personnel Management
instructional Technology
Logistics

Telecommunications Systems
Legal Professions
COMMunicationS

Check one or more of the
job specialties that interest
you. Then call or come in
for a personal, no obligation
interview to see how Army
ROTC will fit into your academic program.

277-2985
Major Walden

Army ROTC
Two-Year
Program.
Think green.
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Mercury mental picket victim;
cover-up attempt discovered

Judo nucleus returns

By Rich Freedman
As founder of the Bay
Area Jewish Sports Writers
Association (BAJSWA), I
am hereby throwing a
mental picket at the San
Jose Mercury newspaper.
The local scandal sheet
is guilty of an unpardonable crime: no Jewish
sportswriters.
How could those female
athletes be upset over a

V

Comment
minor thing like women’s
sports coverage when the
entire staff of 19 sports
writers at the Mercury is
without a Jew?
That, my friends, is a
travesty.
In a brief telephone
conversation, one of the
Mercury’s scribes. Bud
Stallings, apparently tried
to hide the worst sham to
the Jewish race since the
infliction of enlarged noses.
"I can only guess,"
Stallings said when asked
about the staff’s number of
Jewish sports writers.
"Well, I can’t really say. I
don’t know the religious
affiliations of our writers."
An obvious cover-up.
I suspected this may be
a trend among other area
publications. But it was not
to be.
With intense research
(seven minutes) I discovered the San Francisco
Chronicle boasts ( con. cedes?) it has at least one
brother on its staff.
A smaller paper, the

Paul KVbe,

Mercury poisioned? These female athletic supporters picket the San Jose Mercury because of
the newspaper’s alleged poor coverage of girls sports. The paper also discriminates against Jews,
so claims Daily reporter Rich Freedmen.

Pleasanton Times, has a
sports editor who admits to
being one-half Jewish.
Which half, I don’t
know. Probably his feet.
How about the coverage
of Jewish athletes?
There hasn’t been a

story about Sandy Koufax
in years. And what became
of Art Shamsky?
Who cares about
Kareem what’s-his-name
or Rick Barry? What is
former all-star Bob Kauffman (Bob who?) doing

nowadays?
Mercury, get with it.
Let’s give the Jews equal
coverage with the rest of
the athletes.
Then we can start
worrying about how much
ink the women get.

Netter Breen bettered by TM
By Al Dangerfield
SJSU tennis player
Debbie Breen has found
, that Transcendental Meditation has brought out the
best in her on and off the
courts.
"I practice TM," the 21year-old Senior said. "I feel
that it really helps my tennis. Since I started practicing TM a few months
, ago, I’ve been more con- ’
sistent in my overall
game."

When Breen is not busy
banging balls around the
courts she, turns to her frequent hobby of making
furniture out of old discarded shipping crates.
Explaining how she gets
the boxes, Breen said that
she goes to San Francisco
and finds old discarded
wooden crates along the
shipping docks.
"Those coffee tables are
easy to make. You can get
the screws for 25 cents and
the two-by-fours just about
any place," Breen said.
According to the Spartan
netter’s calculations the
whole process of making
this type of furniture cost
about $10.

Breen a native of Hollywood, Fla., said that by
practicing this form of new
meditation twice a day she
has been able to get along
with people much better.
"I feel more relaxed
with other people. I used to
be really shy. Now I’m
more outgoing," the No. 3
singles player noted.
"That’s what TM does, it
brings out the best in a per-

To decorate the sometimes unsightly wood grain
of her coffee tables Breen
took her favorite poster
and decoupaged it to the
top of the table with a thick
plastic-like paint.

-.
.

Breen became interested in practicing TM
after coach Lyn Sinclair
and team Manager Nancy
Rang suggested to her and
a few other team members
that she take up the prac% (ice.
.
The Floridian was a bit
slisappointed that she was
pot one of the four girls
/liken to the Ojai Valley Invitational Tennis championships, but noted that
.;.,she went to Ojai last year.
"It’s good that someone
e. -else got to go. I went last
year," Breen said.
Breen said that she will
be looking forward to competing in the Northern California Intercollegiate Ath-

Al f), 1111/1.1t01.111

SJSU’s Debbie Breen dusts off coffee table that she makes from
discarded shipping crates.

letic Conference (NCIAC)
championships in Berkeley
May 3-5.
With only two losses in
the No. 3 singles spot Breen
expressed her thoughts
about the NCIAC championships.

The tall P.E. major was
nervous because she was in
this same situation in last
year’s championships.
"I lost to some of the
same people that I had
beaten before," Breen
said.

By Russell Ingold
Judo coach Yosh Uchida called his 16th national championship team "one of the best that we’ve had here" and
added that all indications point to an even more productive 1978 season.
Uchida relected on the virtues of the 1977 campaign,
which came to a close last Sunday at the Promotional
Examination at Hayward State, in which 14 Spartans
climbed the judo ladder.
"Overall, we had good strength," Uchida said of the
team which outpointed all opposition by at least 23 points
in the National Collegiate finals March 26.
Uchida said the keys to his squad’s continued success
were the performances of Keith Nakasone, Shawn Gibbons, and Brewster Thompson, all of whom won collegiate
titles, and Leonard Urso, who finished second
The good news for the future is that only Thompson will
be graduating this spring, even though he too will continue
to practice with the team next year and compete in the
AAU’s in which all amateurs may compete.
Practically the only difficulty Uchida will have to contend with is finding a replacement for Thompson in the
189-pound Collegiate division. He said that a good recruiting year could alleviate the problem, because currently he
has nobody in mind for that position.
"However, in every weight division we have good potential," Uchida said, which is somewhat of an understatement, because Nakasone at 132 and Gibbons at
heavyweight already are national champions.
The Spartans will also be blessed with the return of
Randy Sumida, who sat out this year after winning national titles in 1975 and 1976. As a senior, Sumida will
share the 156-pound bracket with AAU Western Division
champion David Fukuhara.
Urso will come back as a senior in the 172 bracket,
while Mike Kessler, Rod Collins, and Lindy Handa will
battle for the 143-pound spot.
Uchida said he was very impressed by the improving
play of freshman Hands. "Give him another couple of
years and he’ll be really tough. He just has to stay with it,
and he can do it."
Uchida believed that Pierre Frenay (currently a thirddegree brown belt, just higher than a white belt) and Dana
Lyon (who became a second-degree brown belt at the Promotional Examination) have much potential for future
seasons.
The 37-year head mentor said that some of the team
members would benefit from a new National Collegiate
ordinance establishing all weight classes the same as the
AAU’s. For example, Nakasone fought this past season in
the 139-pound Collegiate division but had to reduce to 132
in the AAU’s.
Erik Klee acquired second degree brown status and
Horst Wolf gained his black belt title as two of the other 13
Spartans to move up a notch on the judo scale.
The remaining SJSU judokas who advanced into the
first brown belt category were Ron Cordes, Joe Reagan

George Kamau. George Foller, Miguel Ramos, Jim Kirkland, Dewey Harpainter, Theron McCarthy, Timothy
Grant, Larry Goldstein, and John Fitzgerald.
Uchida explained that even though he has several high
quality performers already set up for next year, his program is effective because of the constant influx of volunteers who start as white belts and develop into leading
contenders.
He expects many of those who just recently began
training at SJSU to become representatives at national
meets if they can endure the discipline.
Uchida cited examples of slow starters who made it big
in the SJSU program, including Keith Pickard, Howard
Fish, and John Baggot.
"Pickard was an outstanding example of a kid who had
a crummy technique, and we had to build it up," the coach
said. "In his last year of competition, 1969, it finally
worked." Pickard won the Collegiate title.
Howard Fish developed gradually until in 1964, he became the Collegiate winner in the heavyweight class and
went on to become third place medalist in the University
Games.
"A couple of years ago, John Baggot didn’t do anything," Uchida noted. "In his first two years he was terrible. But because he stuck it out, he won the collegiates
twice, as a junior and senior tin 1975-76 )."
Uchida said that sometimes it is much more beneficial
for a prospective judoist to enroll in the SJSU judo program as a white-belt beginner than as a brown or black
belt, having received prior training elsewhere.
"The problem is that they have been taught several
wrong techniques, especially on their throws," Uchida
said. "Some guys that we get have been in judo since they
were 10 years old, but they haven’t developed their technique further.
"These fellows could win as 10-year olds. but thP techniques began to not work after that. Their opporontc are
stronger and heavier as adults, and don’t get fooled as
easily. When they come here, they have to unlearn everything they’ve learned, which sometimes takes four years.
"It’s much more effective," he concluded, "if we at
SJSU can teach them our own technique and build them
up from scratch."
Uchida’s "work-from-scratch" method has brought
about championship no. 16, and it looks like all opponents
will be itching again next year.

LOW COST
Auto Insurance
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289-8681
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91 Paseo de San Antonio
San Jose, CA 95113

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
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near P 0 Substation)

"Who cares what other light through
yonder window breaks?"
(Romeo)

Rather enthused with
her sideline hobby, Breen
said that she has not over
looked the probability of
making a few bucks.
"This friend of mine
told me that I could probably get at least 30 bucks
for one of my tables,"
Breen said with a slight
grin. "My main problem is
that I have a habit of starting things and not finishing
them."

"I feel really confident
because I’ve beat most of
the people, but I’m very
nervous," the 5’10" blonde
said.

Max Factor
Cream Shine
Lip Color
New! Covers like a lipstick! Shines like a gloss!
Creamy, moisturizer formula with automatic applicator for all-in-one convenience.
ONLY ...
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Sigma Chi first in pyramid contest
timing challenged by Sigma Nu
Sigma Chi fraternity.
was awarded first place in
the Spartan Week pyramid
building contest yesterday,
despite some questions that
were raised concerning the
timing of the event, according to Joe Harris, one
of the week’s organizers.
The discussion started
when two different times
were reported for the
Sigma Nu fraternity, which
eventually took second
place.
Their officially recorded time of 15 minutes and
30 seconds was about a
minute and a half less than
Sigma Chi’s time.
First place was to be
awarded to the 10-member
team which stayed up in a
pyramid the longest
amount of time.
Some members of
Sigma Nu claimed the
timing of their group was
started late. This claim
seemed to hive some
support as a second judge

had them listed with approximately two minutes
more than was officially
recorded.
Originally, after a brief
discussion between the
judges and Spartan Week
officials it was decided to
award a co-championship
to avoid any problems
between the different
groups, Harris said.
This decision was later
changed, so as to go with
the judges original
decision, Harris said,
giving Sigma Chi the title.
Sigma Chi received four
points for first place,
Sigma Nu got three points
for second. Theta Chi got
third place and two points.
Delta Gamma won the
women’s division with a
time of five minutes, 47
seconds. Chi Omega took
second place while Gamma
Phi Beta finished third.
Spartan Week activities
will continue today starting
with a Gin Fizz party from

7 a.m. to 10 a.m, at the
Kappa Sigma fraternity,
156 S. llth St.
Coffee, drinks and
donuts will be served.
Admission is $1 with all of
the proceeds going to the
Spartan Stadium expansion committee.
This will be followed by
a tug-of-war and a frisbee
toss from 10 a.m. to noon by
the fountain area. A barbecue will be held this
afternoon, in the picnic
area by the women’s gym.
The day will conclude
with a party at the Theta
Chi fraternity, 157 S. 11th
St.
Points will be awarded
for the tug-of-war and
frisbee toss. These points
are being totaled
throughout the week with
the fraternity and sorority
with the most points at the
end of the week being given
a trophy.

The winner of each
event gets four points,
second place gets three
points, third place receives
two.
Theta Chi and Gamma
Phi Beta are the defending
champions.
As of Wednesday afternoon Delta Gamma led
the womens division with
22 points, Chi Omega was
second with 18, Gamma
Phi Beta had 15 and Alpha
Phi trailed with two points.
This does not include the
table tennis and pool
tournaments that were
held last night. Results
were not available at press
time.
The men’s divisions
tournaments were held
Tuesday night in Washburn
Hall. Washburn won both
the table tennis and pool
competition, giving them
eight points.
Sigma Nu took second in
the table tennis, and Sigma
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Chi finished third.
Markham Hall finished
second in the pool tournament with Sigma Chi and
Phi Delta Iota tieing for
third place, each of them
receiving two points.
The week’s total point
count, for the men’s
division, as of Wednesday
afternoon had Sigma Chi
leading with 21 points,
Sigma Nu second with 17,
and Washburn third with
eight points.
Other fraternities and
dorms scores include Theta
Chi and Alpha Tau Omega,
each with six points, Phi
Delta Iota has four, and
Markham Hall has three
points.

Cl
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None of the other dorms
have any points, since they
haven’t participated in any
of the events except the
tournaments.
A crowd of about 50 to
100 people watched the
day’s events by the fountain area.
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Chi Omega sorority member Candy Roggers prepares to spin herself around the bat as part
of a relay race for Spartan Week. Fred Newman of Sigma Chi assists.

Blacks depicted eating watermelon!

Texts still have ethnic stereotypes
By Ed Finkas
Elementary school textbooks still stereotype
blacks, American Indians,
Asian -Americans and
Mexican -Americans, according to three members
of a Palo Alto PTA standing committee.
The California State
Education Code states
This Fernando’s, the newcomer. may be forced to change its name.

Kull

Workshop on
patient care
starts Friday

Restaurants
in legal fight
over names
What’s in a name?
Plenty. if it concerns two
restaurants named Fernando’s. a law suit for
85,000 and an injunction
forbidding one of the two
establishments to use that
name.
Fernando Calderon,
owner of Fernando’s Interlude bar and restaurant
at the corner of Santa Clara
and Third streets, declares
that he has spent large
amounts of money in advertising M a complaint.
Calderon registered the
name of his restaurant with
the county clerk’s office on
Nov. 19 of last year. On
March 15, Calderon
became aware of the construction of another Fernando’s. only two blocks
from his.
A.B. Barrera is the
owner of the second Fernando’s, a fast-food
Mexican establishment at
the corner of Fourth and
East San Fernando streets.
Calderon met with
Barrera when he discovered the duplication,
and asked him to change
the restaurant’s name.
Calderon alleges in his
suit that confusion has
resulted among vendors
and customers.
A hearing has been
scheduled for May 6 at 9
a.m. in the Santa Clara
County Superior Court.

Owner FPI11.111d0 Caltief1,11 wants things changed

Volunteers’ personal touch
not found in institution.
(continued from page 1)
Loberg reinforced the
need for volunteers to provide the human element often lacking in institutions.
The mental institutions
have the methods and tech
nologies to help patients.
Loberg said, but limited resources force them to make
priorities which often
"leave out the human
needs.
"What so many of these
people need is friends." he
declared.
Agnews has had volunteers before the governor’!
program, but what makes
the program unique is the

full-time person who can
train volunteers and coordinate their efforts, Loberg said.
"Volunteers are asked
to make a commitment of
three to four hours a day

and to make that commitment to the patient," Loberg explained.
Volunteers are reimbursed for travel and other
expenses, he added.
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Students in the health
professions learn how to
deal with different types of
patients at a Human
Awareness Workshop tomorrow and Saturday,
sponsored by Student Occupational Therapy Association (SOTA) and Unique
Student Association.
The workshop is from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. both days in
the Old Science Bldg., and
includes speakers, films,
seminars, workshops and
crafts. Other students and
the public may also attend.
According to Karen
Schultz, a graduate student
in Occupational Therapy
(0.T.) and one of the coordinators of the workshop,
this workshop was organized because students can
learn a lot more from
speakers about the different forms of therapy
utilized in their fields, than
they can from books.
Russ Porter, an O.T.
psychiatrist, will speak on
Psychodrama, a form of
therapy in which individuals express their emotional problems through
role-playing.
There will be representatives from the Drug
Abuse Prevention Center.
the Suicide Crisis Center
and the Center for Living
with Dying, which deals
with terminal patients.
Some of the other speakers are Bonnie Russel, assistant professor in gerontology, who will talk about
gerontology centers, the
new facility for elderly people, and Nancy Markham
from New College, who will
speak on "Female Sexuality."

when adopting materials
for schools "only instructional materials which . . .
accurately portray the cultural and racial diversity in
our society" shall be included.
But standing committee
member Marie Bryant
does not like the way publishers comply.
Colored faces
Some publishers color in
the faces of people in textbooks in order to comply
with the state education
code, Bryant said in a talk
to New College students
Tuesday.
Eimi Okano, Barbara
Holman and Bryant gave a
presentation on the pros
and cons of textbooks to the
Alternative Approaches to
Learning class. They are
all members of a committee on the evaluation of instructional materials from
a multi-cultural perspective.
"I’m not a colored-inwhite," Bryant, who is
black, said.
Other examples of
stereotyping in texts include, showing Asian.
Americans with slit eyes,
Dutch-boy haircuts and
faces painted yellow.
American Indians are
shown with bright -red
colored faces, Bryant continued.
In one workbook a 1.13ck
eating a watermelon is pictured.
"And this is a book used
in 1977," Bryant stressed.
Bryant added she has
only seen one MexicanAmerican in a textbook and

she has been evaluating
books for six years.
Okano, another evaluator, said once a book
reaches the school district,
teachers don’t ask if it is
racist or sexist. They only
ask if it teaches reading or
math, she said.
Until teachers and parents tell the publishers
they don’t want the books,
the situation won’t be
changed, Okano said.
Pressure needed
Parents must exert
pressure on the publishers,
she said, and concern must
be expressed.
Okttrio,. said many elementary materials are also
eurocentric and omit
minorities or use materials
on minorities only as a supplement in classes like social studies and history.
Eurocentric is derived
from ethnocentrism, which
is defined as the inclination
to regard one’s race or social group as the center of
culture, according to committee member Holman.
How many times is
American history seen
from the American Indian
viewpoint, and how many
times are articles on immigration from Asia in texts?
Okano asked.
Picture obscured
The total picture isn’t
shown in social studies
books, she said. Telling
children Columbus discovered America leaves
out the American Indian
and Hispanic people’s perspective, Okano said.

Got typewriter problems?

Literature often has
white protagonists and
science tells of mostly
whites doing the inventing
and discovering, Okano
said.
"Americans come in all
varieties," she said.
When one subject like
Japan is taught as a separate section of social studies, the Japanese are
treated as foreigners and
not Americans. Kids ask
the Japanese-Americans if
they are from Japan,
Korea or China, Okano
said.
Supplements to social
studies are dangerous,
Okano said, because the,
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material is thought of by
children as less important
or less basic than other
subjects.
"We want an accurate
portrayal of sub-cultures,"
Okano emphasized. "And
we want respect for other
cultures," she added.
Bryant, who showed
books and slides of stereotyping, concluded with an
example from the one book
where a black youngster is
the protagonist.
The title of the story is
"The Fastest Quitter in
Town."
CAMERA ONE
366S 1st St 2943800
101115111 t
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Jean Cocteau’s
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The "Back to Basics" - Folks
CAMPERS
STOCK -UP
SPECIAL

There’s help "2" blocks away.
Sales. Monthly rental rates. Lease
purchase plan. Repair service

San Jose Typewriter Co.
76 years of reliability

24 S. 2nd St.

279-1000
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accent arts
Let us help you with your
Mother’s Day shopping. 20% off
on all jewelry including beautiful
Grcck and Egyptian jewelry and
earrings by Laurel.
414 Town & Country Village S.J.
Open Thurs. & Fri. nights. Sundays 12-5
(408) 249-4277

25% off Clearance
CAMPLITE BRAND
Meals, Meats, Desserts, Dnnks, etc
n *Winfield Store Only
P.N,Ss" In stock, complete lines
Cn Mountain House
Freeze Freeze-dried Foods

Bulk Grains Dry Milk Honey
1
Dried Convenience Foods for indoors
outdoors -storage
Grains Mills Bread Mixers
Dehydrators Juices Herbs
Distillers Books Cans
Food Storage Specialists
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Ex-Playboy photographer
speaks at annual seminar
Several noted photographers will address
"Focus West." the fourth
annual day-long course in
photography which will be
held Saturday at SJSU.
Sponsored by the SJSU

Bay Area freelancer who
formerly was photo director of Playboy magazine
and a photographer with
the now-defunct Life magazine and Sports Illustrated

chapter of the National
Press Photographers
Association ( NPPA
the
seminar will run from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in SCI 142.
Among the speakers
will be Mark Kauffman, a

SJSU offers
class advice
at Fort Ord
ill offer courses
at Fort Ord next semester
for residents in that area
working Inwards a B.A. in
Liberal Studies.
Representatives of the
SJSU Humanities Department will be at Fort Ord on
May 6 to advise residents
on what courses will be
offered. The session will be
held from 2 to 6 p.m. in
Bldg. 1048 on Division Hill
Street.
The program is designed to serve the residents of Monterey, Santa
Cruz and San Benito counties who want to take
courses at SJSU but who
don’t want to commute all
the way to the college.
The format permits
upper division students to
complete their degree requirements for a B.A. in
Liberal Studies, an interdisciplinary major composed of courses in humanities, literature, social sciences and the arts.
Interested students
should have approximately
60 transferable units and
have completed general
education requirements.
For more information
about the program, as well
as required admission and
advisement procedures,
call the SJSU Humanities
Department at 277-2893.
NISI_
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add their name to the voter
rolls for county -wide elections to be held May 31.

In addition, George
Rose. a Claremont Courier
photographer who tied for
the NPPA’s Region 10
"Photographer of the
Year" award, and Greg
Schneider, a photographer
with the San Bernardino
Sun -Telegram who tied
with Rose in the NPPA’s
Region 10 competition, will
speak during the seminar.

Under California’s new
registration -by -mail law,
voters may register
through postage-free postcards which are available
at fire stations, city halls,
libraries, post offices and
motor vehicle offices.
Voters in the Santa
Clara Valley Water District, which encompasses
the entire county, will be
asked to approve a $56
million revenue bond issue
to permit construction of
improved water distribution systems within the
county.

Tickets will be available
at the door for $6.50.
For further information, call Joe Swan at 2773345.

Women in law
topic of seminar
Is there a future for
women in the legal profession? This question and
others will be discussed in
a "Women in the Law" conference from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday, in ENG 132.
The non-credit conference. designed for
women interested in exploring law as a career,
will cover trends in the
legal profession, different
types of legal practices and
the obstacles women face.
Five women will give
individual presentation:
Elva Aguilar, a presiding
judge of Palo Alto Municipal Court; Penny Cooper,
a criminal trial defense
attorney; Zoe Lofgren, ad-

ministrative assistant to
Congressman Don Edwards; Madelyn Frazzini,
a staff attorney and Betsey
Warren Lebbos, a domestic
and personal injury attorney.
Conference fee for SJSU
students, faculty, and staff
is $6. Persons from the
community pay $12.
Pre-registration is recommended, though registration will be taken at
the door on a space-available basis.
Participants are asked
to bring their own lunches.
For more information, contact the Office of Continuing Education at 277-2182.

Fall advance registration
to commence on Monday
Ads ance registration
for continuing SJSU students enrolling for the fall
semester will begin on
Monday and run through
May 20.
The new schedule of
classes will go on sale May
2 in the Spartan Bookstore.
, Class request forms,
which have been mailed to
students, must be turned in
to faculty advisors by May
20. Advance registration
students are being encouraged to make appointments with their faculty
advisors well in advance of
May 20 to avoid a lastminute rush.
On July 18, the program
of classes for students who
participated in advance registration will be mailed to
them along with fee-payment cards which should
be returned with check or
money order to the SJSU
Cashier’s office.
The priority Add-Drop
period for advance registration students will be
held in the Men’s Gym on
Aug. 29.

Four new
courses

to be held

Sal Veder, an
Associated Press photographer in San Francisco
who won the Pulitzer Prize
in 1973 and Bill Eppridge. a
Time magazine photographer and fon 5r photographer with Lite magazine, will also attend.

Deadline approaches
unregistered voters
Month* is the deadline
for unregistered persons to

Four experimental
courses will be offered next
semester which can be
used to fulfill the general
education requirement for
philosophy.

Students who lose or
damage their class request
forms can obtain duplicates in the Office of
Records.
For those students who
miss advance registration

or are not eligible, an
arena -style registration
will be held on Aug. 30, also
in the Men’s Gym.
For further information, call the Office of Records at 277-2205.

Black harmony
to be discussed

A spring conference "Black Men and Black
Women: Towards a More
Positive Relationship" will be held from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. Saturday in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Gloria Alibaruho, associate professor of AfroAmerican Studies, Dr.
Robert Staples, sociologist
at the University of California at San Francisco
Medical Center, Dr. Buford
Gibson, adult child psychiatrist, SJSU students
Symantha Fulsum, George
Weaver Jr. and Milpitas

high school students Marcus Givens and Stephanie
Windham will be the major
speakers during the morning session.
Workshops will be held
in the afternoon.
The conference is designed for high school students, college students,
community members and
professionals.
Registration fee is $5 for
non-students and $1 for
college students. High
school students will be admitted for free. Lunch will
also be provided for a
nominal fee.

EXCITING THINGS ARE HAPPENING
AT THE ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE.

ADVERTISING! like
concet)-tes at rhri:zll=1,
a million
Let our

bucks
professional instructors
show you how

"The courses will cover
topics of current interest
and will offer students an
interesting alternative to
Introductory philosophy,"
Myrna Fabbri. Philosophy
Department secretary,
said.

h. announcements
KUNG FU, WOMEN’S SELFDEFENSE, Er various mental Er
physical training programs are
available at the Institute of Psy.
cho Physical Development. Inc
i a iron profit organdationi Full
time students get a 15c discount
on all classes For Information on
specific courses. call 293-6611 or
write or drop by 325 S 1st St .
4th Floor, San Jose
PEER DROP IN CENTER is the one
Place on campus where you can
always find warm friendly & open
people to talk to Stop by Et see
us soon Open 10-5 M.Th Er 10-3
on Friday Located in the Diablo
Room. 3rd floor Student Union
Bartender’s
Opportunities
Now learn the skills needed to get
that summer MO you wril be look.
mg for soon Let the Master of
the trade, Harry Higgins teach
you in 2 to 4 weeks how to be a
fast, professional bartender San
to Clara Bartender’s School. 253
N 4th, San Jose Call now.
293-5416
POETRY WANTED for Anthology
Include stamped envelope Contemporary Literature Press. San
Francisco, 94126
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION is meeting 130
Wednesdays in BC 214 Everyone
welcome
WANTED DESPERATELY: Any
and all Michael Nesmith Records
LP’s I Must be in good condition
In cracks or scrathces) Will pay
top 49 11 you don’t have any, ask
your friends Call Jeff at 277-3175
idays) or 296-1215 !eves,
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP:
Discover your existing corn
munication pattern, and learn
nesv interaction skills which will
facilate inter-personal closeness
Included is assertiveness cons
munication. Cost $15 Call Cliff
Brothers. M.S at 288-6768 Of
leave a message at 246-6033

!Sr

37 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY
WHEN YOU’RE OUT OF
WORK" Send $4 to Metro P 0
Box 1913. 1035 Meridian Ave
No 44 San Jose 95109
Don’t stay home to answer the
phone Let us sell it for you We
take merchan6se on consign.
rnent Sporting goods photo
equipment, camping equipment
stereos, typerwriters anything
you have to sell except clothing
and stuffed furniture Call The
Outlet, 293-0928 174 South 1st
St . SJ Hours Noon -5 pm Closed Sat lo Sun
WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
las much or as little as yOu want
you decrdei
THE SHAKLEE WAY
SLIMMING PLAN
See results the first week
Get the nutrients you need
Enjoy easy-to-prepare meals
Eat a variety of foods
Cut calories without Counting
Call Bob 2E6.1453 btwin 5 7 p m
PLEASE HELP US. We are two
beautiful black silver and tan
German Shepherd girls lust 9
months old with shots 6 obedience training We have a lot of
love to give Et our owner wants
only $35 for both of us but we’re
worth much more If your home
ineeds love, please call 245-2995
TYPEWRITER, Standard. $35
Sewing machine. Kenmore
zigzag ptble $50 Hoover upright
vacuum, $35 Call 297-7679 anytime before 10p .m
ZOOM LENS. Petri 85.205 MM It’s
new and is in perfect coed $150
or best offer Steve 657-1962
(NON flameout’ sale, Household
items, clothes, toys. tools, and
more May 3 Er 4. 9 am to 4 pm
First Immanuel Lutheran Church,
374 So, 3rd Sr San Jose 95112

.]

automotive

All
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
work guaranteed, Free house
calls in central S.J Tune-up including parts from $V Carburetors rebuilt from $17 Also
other work: brakes, electrical
engines rebuilt, etc Diagnosis Er
appraisal service for prospective
VW buyers. Phore Dan at
293-0616 evenings
CORY ENTERPRISES AUTO
BODY 663 N King Rd #7
926-4418 Quality Work at flea
sonable Rates Hood Scoops Er
Fender Flares Moulded. Free Estimates.
70 Built - Excellent wrking cond.
$600 Call 275-1568 after 4 or on
weekends.
’74 CHEVY IMPALA-aut AC. Hrd
top pwr steertng pwr brakes
$2850 or bst offer call 267 8745
aft 6 pm
71 Honda CLAM on off road 70
mpg, 6k mi. Great Cond.,
Helmet, tune-up $375 offer
’EN Yamaha 125 teen, helmet. new
tires, tune-up Excel
-0039deoc
offer. Call 356.0866
’71 PINTO - AT, new brakes
carb Good cond 81,100 neg.
Call 292-8650 efts 6 eves.
75 Honda CB 360T like new less
than 4000 orog miles 50MPG.
Rack $800, call before 5
279.2780.

h.

entertainment

11
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help wanted

CASH for books and records.
Phone 286-6275. Recycle Bookstore, 98 E. San Fernando, SJ
Selection of used books Et
records. GREATI

AVON SELLING CAN HELP YOU
EARN MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Flexible hours Call 2572666.
Summer Jobs-Forest Service
How, Where When to Apply
Complete Information 83 Mission Mountain Co Box 727J.
116 6th Aye, Polson Mont
59660
"Save Our Water", Sell Basic -H
and other Shaklee Products Cali
Bob 266-1453 between 5-7 pm
40% Profit
Local Amway distributor offers opportunity for good earnings You
pick the hours We train, For interview. call Dean or Carla Mein:Inger 227-2125.
Part time sale in Fine Jewelry
Some Exper Call 266-6341
CLERK - 7-11 Store. 4-12 shift
Apply 8 am - 3 pm. 1144S. King
Rd -923-4844
PART TIME: Need bright hardworking men & women with
leader -ship ability Hours vary
$500 and up depending on hours
Call Herbert 295-5923 between
7-9 am Et 10-12 pm

housing

Live on campus, walk to classes,
San Jose Residence Club, 202 S.
11th For Seniors Et Grad
students, off street parking, kitchen. TV, Fireplace, Piano, Pool
Table, Ping Pong. Courtyard,
Completely Furnished, Linen Service. Shared Rooms $94 rno $24
weekly, Single Rooms $150 mo
$37.50 weekly Inquire at 122 N.
8th St., 2917374.
The 470 Apartments, 470 S 1Ith
St. 287-7590. Taking applicatrons
for summer school students
2 BR. 2 BA $175
38R. 2 BA $190
Underground parking. spacious
rooms. heated pool
WON’T LAST
minute dash to class. Summer.
Fall applications now bang
taken 230 E San Salvador St
(Across from Duncan Hain, Call
294-6028 Ask for J. B. &Spot on
fyI
Serious students, 40 . share quiet
comfortable home of refired
teacher Beautiful large corner
id and
bedroom. $80 mo
upkeep Ready May 1st, call
292-2316 evenings
_
Ide--al for student photographer
Dark Room, neat b
Room
$180 mo
Big Horne
clean
2587032 Call early am or after 9
prn.
Furn. 1 Ildrm. apt Clean, quiet,
dep All
and sunny 9150..mo.
utilittes pd For non smoker
2616-6356 after 6 pm.

Classified Rates
One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

SI 50
200
750
300

200
250
3.00
3.50

225
775
325
375

240
290
340
390

250
300
3.50
400

50

50

50

(Sr rEL

Name

3
4
5
6

Imes
lines
lines
lines

Each additional line add
50
50

ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE

625 Sutter Street. San Francisco, CA 94102, 415/673-4200

Science and Human
Values, an upper-division
course, will study the role
morality plays in science,
the social responsibilities

scientists have, and the impact science has upon
society.
Jewish Philosophy, a
lower-division course, will
cover the Jewish approach
to Biblical topics, such as
the Creation and the philosophic justifications of
Judaism.
For more information
concerning the courses,
contact Fabbri in FO
202.

11

lost
and found

’Lost) on Monday 4 18 HP 21
Calculator after 8 um Please call
733-1145
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GAY MEN AND WOMEN
in the San JOSe community the Gay
Students Union meets every
Thurs at 8 p rn in the Student
Union We offer an informal
atmosphere for gay people to
meet, make friends and explore
different aspects of our gayness
If you are entering gay life for the
first time you will find’GSU a
friendly place to come out Those
of us who need to love and be
loved by members of Our own sex
need each other For more inf or
matron about our meetings and
activities watch the SPartaguide
or call the Information Office
298-GAYS WE RE HERE
WE
CARE, ATTEND,
MEETING PEOPLE YOU REALLY
LIKE has never been easy
until now Al VIDEOBRIDGE you
see and hear informal interviews
of people you d like to know bet
ter on our video tape television
system You meet only the pep
ple you want to meet and who
and your
want to meet you
privacy IS always protected If
you want to make your own
choices and control your own
social destiny, call as for more
inborn’ non or a free demonstra
non Remember, you only live
once
so make the most of it.
VIDEOBRIDGE
Call 244 3308
open M F 11.9 pm Et Sat 11-6
pm Ask about our student dis
count?
For Permanent Hair Removal. Call
Registered Electrologst at 235 E
Santa Clara St 294-4499
Transcendental Hesitation’ Interested in TM but don’t like the
$85 price? Read the RELAXATION RESPONSE by Herbert
Benson, MD Price $196
WANTED DESPERATELY: Any
and all Michael Nesmith Records
I LPsl Must be in good condition
Inc. scratches or cracks I Will pay
top 84 If you don’t have any, ask
your friends Call Jeff at 277-3175
idays, or 296.1215 i eves!
WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
las much or as little as you want
you decide)
THE SHAK LEE WAY
SLIMMING PLAN
See results the first week
Get the nutrients you need
Enjoy easy -to-prepare meals
Eat a variety of foods
Cut calories without counting
Call Bob 266.1453 btwn 5-7 p.m
Wanted Paperwork Wife Annulment in Jan when V A runs out
P0 Box 6581, SJ 95150
Will the girl who called me about
the Michael Nesmith albums
Please call me back, I have no
way of getting in touch with you
I’m still desperate Call 277-3175
(days) 6 296 1215 levee) and ask
for Jeff
KDATLYNO-Will accept terms, except want 6 minute ode for each
crewmernber t 27 in crew I
TRADER 1 for SPACE MERCHANT
FOR SALE OR RENT- cometsmeteors -asteroids- moons twill build to suit).
planets
Complete Solar Systems’ miss
three stars each) Act now 6 get
4 tickets to next Supernova absolutely freer offer expires after
an eternity -SPACE MERCHANT
Congrats from
CHRIS GRAY
staff

?

services

.Uut
Dates get t,
Ouestiue
kle Let
noire sent in it, net ,ineoppe
All info ,ortfideintial Match
maker PO Box 24698 San Jose
CA 96154
WEDDING PHOTOS F-LTCL
COLOR Complete lowest Price
avail Call Lee 2% 4999 Res
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES OFFERS DATA
ANALYSIS SERVICES
’ DATA SCORING CODING
PROCESSING
DATA
INTERPRETATION AND
DATA
REPORTING OF
REASONABLE RATES CALL
14011, 262 8f0) FOR FREE CON
SULTATlON AND ESTIMATE
EXPERIENCED THESIS
TYPIST
Reports
Disserta
Master s
tions Marianne Tamberg Los
Gatos Ca 137 Escobar Ave
35604248
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Stull
envelopes $50 per WO possible
Send SASE to A L Roctri
gue, 1212 E William Sr San
Jose CA 95116
Getting Married? Need a Wedrlii;g
Cake’ Choose from hundreds of
pictures Call Marsh., Schrnekler
at 262-3756
IBM Selectric
Typing Services
ReaSorldble rates Call Dorothy at
265-8753
Typing - Theses, term papers Es.
perienced and Fast 2698674
TYPING - Professional machine
with type styles to suit, Term
etc
letters
theses
papers
OUALITY WORK AT REASON
ABLE RATES CONTACT PAT
AT 247-8977 EVENINGS
PREGNANT, confidential and ob
iective Abortion Referal Service
Call 297 7595

stereos
SAVE THIS AD Before you Pot’
char costly Stereo equipment
check with us for discounts On
200 melon brands of Audio. TV
tape car stereo etc Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles We
manufacture a complete line of
Hr Fi speakers and blank recording tape sold wholesale to the
Sounds Unique
public
998-2693. Tues Fri 1.6. Sat
12-5

travel

1

PASSPORT & ID Photo Special $2 off w an for 2 oior or 4 B&W
$7 50 JIMJ
photos Regular
PHOTOGRAPHY 293 nog 20
Paseo de San, Amoitio S.! -be
tweet+ lot Et 2ind StreetPansCHARTER FLIGHTS
SnailinOn
Milan
LOndOin
Frankfort
Amster:MrAmens
Zurch
Israel
Rome
litrosSelS
Hoing Kong
Lisbon
Philippines
Mt-sic
\ ens Sum
ago
T.akei sersices avail
Haw.y,
able Enitaii Pass
Eirdrail Pass
inieniationa, Stnictent went,
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Earth and Beyond, an
upper-division course, will
explore the possible effects
on human values and
society if proof of extraterrestrial intelligence
were discovered

The lower -division
Philosophy of Oppression
course will examine political dissent and discrimination based on race,
gender, and sexual preference in an effort to outline those rights people are
entitled to.
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Recycling process for slick print too costly

Old magazines destined for garbage dump
By Carole Kelleher
"I let them build up in my closet until there’s so many
of them I need the space for something else. Then I break
down and throw them away."
"I read ’em, clip ’em, some I save, and then like
everybody else I guess, I junk ’ern."
"They lie around the living room until they pile up to a
point that I can’t stand it any longer. Then, feeling kind of
guilty, I leave them out by the garbage can."
Who are these demons, hovering in the homes of the
multitudes, unwanted guests when their one-month
reservations run stale?
Magazines.
Why is it these slick carriers of information are
destined to the ill fate of dirty disposal?
Obvious answer
The answer is as obvious as the ink on their pages. Deinking magazine stock is a very costly process. It is more
expensive than the new paper value. possibly higher per
issue than the newsstand price printed on the cover and as
the cliche goes, more trouble than it’s worth.
Wholesalers sell new magazine stock at expensive
costs and are not interested in its return. Commercial
recycling centers are very aware how unprofitable it is.
Magazine publishers themselves feel it isn’t their
responsibility to recycle them and scientific environmental research on the subject has only just begun.
Printers require a glaze coating on their paper stock
when a high gloss ink image, such as in magazines, is to be
applied to the sheets, explained David Platt, manager of
purchases for Crown Zellerbach Paper Co.
Extra coat
"In addition to this original coating and ink," he said,
"the printer himself usually adds a final varnish coat to
magazine stock Crown just doesn’t recycle that type."

And neither does Papercycle. Independent Paper,
Container Corp. of America nor Blake, Moffitt and Towne,
all major paper handlers in the Bay Area.
Magazines are just something we can’t do anything
with, they all cry.
Except one. "We’ll take ’em, but we don’t pay for
’em," said Mike Feuquay, manager of Consolidated
Fibres.
"We take them off people’s hands because we have
found a minor market, but they don’t pay much. We
almost feel it’s a service for those people who bring us
newspapers."
Roofing paper
Consolidated Fibres sells them to a mill that makes
roofing paper.
Repeating that it is mainly the coating and the high ink
content that is the problem, Feuquay explained the
process of milling paper for re-use.
The paper is put in a water solution in a machine like a
giant blender. Here it is washed until it breaks down to its
original fibrous state.
In the case of magazines, the coatings and ink make
this breakdown a very long process, while at the same
time most of the bulk weight of the paper is being washed
away.
Little re-usable
It is most expensive, then, to break down and reaps
By comparison, newspaper, a
fiber.
reusable
little
very
much less expensive commodity, is bought for $24 a ton, is
easier and takes less water to break down and yields more
fiber.
Locally published Sunset Magazine has given consideration to the problem of recycling.

"We have spoken to our paper companies but at this
point, because they can’t develop new systems of
recycling, we have no choice," said Jim Webb,
manufacturing director at Sunset.
"We have to meet the demands of our advertisers, and
they want nothing but quality," he said.
Such is also the case at Peninsula Magazine ana
probably most other publishing firms.
Slick preferred
"There isn’t only the advertisers but also the general
readership, who enjoy the feel of a slick quality
publication," said Skip Berger, assistant managing editor
at Peninsula.
Both magazines, however, claim that they themselves
recycle all their leftover issues.

Yet there is always a dentist’s office looking for a cure
to the waiting room blues, a sixth grader in search of a
science publication with good pictures for a class project,
and those crowded old used book stores that will give
approximately seven cents an issue for old (but never old)
National Geographies.
A magazine can’t be recycled pass it on.

"We may not recycle them per se, but we use every
one. Not a page goes to waste," Berger said.
But who, on a large scale level, is trying to relieve
society of that inkling of guilt when one throws a magazine
away?
Ford Howard Corp., a paper mill in Wisconsin, has
been experimenting with alternative processes in
magazine reprocessing, with only very limited results,
according to their West Coast distributors, Crown
Zellerbach.
Bailed trim
They have developed a method of using bailed
magazine trim and converting it into a paper stock which
can be used for toilet tissue and paper napkins.
Aside from this, the reuse of magazines in any great
quantities looks dim, while prospects of ever using old
magazines to convert to new magazine stock is at this
point an impossibility.

Mark Webster. a graduate student in math, shops tor used mag
mines at a local used bookstore.

Gains of women’s movement under attack; Health promotion
workshop topic
speakers support ERA, abortion legislation
By Celeste A. Dier
The gains of the
women’s movement, far
from being safe, are under
increasing attack today,
according to four women
who spoke Monday on the
status of the women’s
movement.
The panel discussion,
sponsored by the SJSU’s
Women’s Center, was held
in the S.U. Umunhum
Room and attended by
about 30 women.
Attacks on the Equal
Rights Amendment ( ERA )
and on abortion legislation
were prime concerns of the
women. They called for
increased education of the
public, mass action,
militancy and a change of
legislators in order to draw
attention to these attacks.
In March, 1972,
Congress approved the
( ERA). Thirty-five states
have ratified the amendment and three more states
are needed, but progress
has been slow.
"In the last year and a
half only one state, Indiana, has passed the
ER
;1 id Sandi Sher-

man, of the National
Organization for Women
(NOW). "The reason it
passed was because of a
visible movement out in the
streets, people protesting
in sub-zero weather."
Draft emphasized
Opposition groups have
been strongly played up the
fact that women could be
drafted under the ERA and
some women feel
"threatened," said Ellen
Boneparth, coordinator of
SJSU’s Women Studies
Program.
Lobbying legislators
hasn’t been effective,
Boneparth said. She called
instead for a new political
strategy.
"We have to defeat antiERA incumbents and elect
pro -ERA legislators,’’
Boneparth said.
However, Sherman
said, pro-ERA legislators
were elected in Nevada but
after election they changed
their stance. So she said,
militancy and action,
similar to that of the suffragettes is needed.
Barbara Joans, a
omen’s studies instructor

Advertising staff
wins region title
The advertising cam
paign class for the Spartan
Daily placed first in an ad
competition Monday.
Competing against San
Francisco State University, Fresno State
University and
Sacramento State
University, the ad staff
won the Northern
California division of the
American Advertising
Federation competition for
an ad campaign they devised.
The successful staff
moves on to the national
competition sponsored by
Frito Lay Corporation in
June.
Entries were judged on
the basis of marketing

effectiveness and
creativity.
The winning group,
which dubbed itself
Gabardine, Herringbone
and Tweed, created a
campaign for Frito Lay’s
Rold Gold pretzels which
featured the slogan, "The
only pretzel worth its salt."
The students who
presented the project to the
judging committee were
Arthur Renaud, Jerry
May, Holly Beurne, Lori
Runge and Denise Collins.
Kathy Saunders, Ann
Purdma, Marc Shure,
Marna Lewin, Wade
Goertz, Loci Ackhart, Kate
Turmes and Bob Weber
prepared the campaign.

said she didn’t have much
faith in the legislative
system and doubted ERA

abortion should be left up to
the women," Sherman
said.
But, there are bills in
state legislatures all over
the country against
abortion, Sherman pointed
out.
California state
assemblyman Alister
McAlister, D-San Jose, has
authored "no less than six
bills restricting abortion,"
Sherman said. All six bills
died in committee, she
added
Students needed
Students are needed to
play a re-vitalizing role in

Route to full-time teaching?

Subs gain experience
If you don’t mind being
awakened at 6:30 a.m. by a
phone call, or not knowing when your next
assignment will be, substituting is a good way to
get experience in the
teaching field, according to
substitute teacher Jan
Christenson.
Christenson and Yvonne
Bretoi, president of Substitute Teachers Association, spoke at the student
California Teachers Association meeting in the S.U.
Tuesday before about 25
students.
Schools are anxious to
hire new teachers just out
of school for substituting,
Christenson said. New
teachers are paid less
because they do not have
a lot of units, Bretoi said,
and in many school districts, the money is tight.
It’s a fine way of getting
started, Christenson said

"You have the opportunity
to learn from many different schools," she added.
Neat job
"I think it is a neat job,"
Christenson, who has been
substituting seven years,
said.
Substituting work is one
of the best ways to lead to a
contract, she said.
Elementary subs need
to leave their mark in the
classroom so they will be
remembered and called
more often, Christenson
said.
Detailed plan
Some teachers leave a
very detailed teaching plan
and it must be followed, she
said.

a kindergarten through
third grade substitute,
said.
An unusal craft, art
project or game will get
you called back, she said,
because the kids will like
you and you will get a good
response from the other
teachers.
Friendliness essential
Bretoi said subs must be
friendly and introduce
themselves to the teachers.
"You have to make the
move," she said.

"You leave your mark
by following the plan."

The daily pay of subs
ranges from $25 to $42 a
day, according to Bretoi.
April is a good time of the
year to put your name on
the lists, she said.
"Substitutes," she said,
"have quit and gone to
work elsewhere by then.

But, she continued, if
the plan has some leeway it
is fun to do your own thing.
A gimmick or speciality is
needed so you can be
remembered. (’hristenson,

Bretoi suggested
students put their names on
as many district sub lists
as possible and then
eliminate the ones least
desirable.

(FORMERLY HEROLD’S)
60 S 1st St San Jose, 292 4864
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Joans said women
should quit concentrating
on their differences such as
white versus black,
straight versus gay, and
astead concentrate on the
issues all have in common

Ferguson 1

Taught under the
guidance of Bettie Basye,
registered nurse and
medical consultant for
various Bay Area agencies,
the course is based on a
model developed by the
Society of Public Health
Educators and American

Tuition fee for the class,
which will be limited to 100
participants, is $35.
Further information is
available through the
Office of Continuing
Education, 271-2181.

COPIES
3c

overnight
no minimum

KINKO’S

123S 3rd St.

295-4336

* * * *
(Continued from page 1)
policy-making committees
of the university.
"Until there’s adequate
student participation on
those committees, the
students are always going
to get the shaft," Ferguson
said.
The A.S. president said
that although his administration has tried to get a
greater voice for the students in both the university
and the city, there have
still been problems getting
the students an adequate
voice.
When asked if there was
anything else that could be
done to give the student
government a greater
voice in the university,
Ferguson laughed and
quickly gave his reply.
"Get rid of the university president."

* * * * * * * * *
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For unique gift ideas come to
our year ’round craft fair.

464.

HANDMADE
WOOD CRAFTS

it

Beautiful, lasting gifts at irresistible prices! Everything from
recipe holders to parlor stands.
AND UP

VICKIE’S JEWELRY

1/2 off Indian jewelry

THE HOUSE OF MANY SHOPS

THE (1149( cierec

the women’s movement,
said Terri Lankford, of the
SJSU Women’s Action
Committee.
She asked that all
students of all races join
together to help keep the
gains won by women in the
1960s. Through pickets and
rallies students can help
change the mood of the
country, Lankford said.

Hospital Association health
education specialists.
The one-unit course is
scheduled for 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. on May 14, and 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. on May 15 in
room 180 of the Santa Clara
County Service Center,
1555 Berger Rd.

Mother’s Day is may 0! I

BIRKENSTOCKS AREN’T
JUST SANDALS.
THEY’RE AWAY OF LIFE.
-te You rPadv to ttv a Pair

would pass.
If the ERA doesn’t pass,
one of the greatest losses
will be to men, Boneparth
said. She pointed out that
under ERA such things as
regular rest periods and
restrictions against heavy
weight-lifting would also be
extended to men.
Abortion ruling
The Supreme Court’s
ruling on abortion has since
been vigorously challenged
by the "Right-to-Life"
group, yet this group is in
the minority, according to
Sherman.
"Every poll indicates
the majority in the U.S. feel

How community
hospitals promote good
health outside rooms and
doctors’ offices will be
examined in a weekend
workshop May 14-15, offered through the SJSU
Office of Continuing
Education.
Entitled "Designing and
Managing a Patient
Education System in a
Medical Care Setting," the
class stresses organization,
manpower, funding and
management of comprehensive learning.
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One of the nation’s largest cities with more than a half -million residents, San Jose nevertheless has been able to preserve a better quality of life than most U.S. cities

Multi-faceted
San Jose
Photos by Jim Byous, Richard Johns,
Russ Lee, David Pacheco (2), Bob Pepping

The Hispanic influence of San Jose’s history is evident around the city. About 20 per cent of San Joseans are of Hispanic heritage.
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Now the 21st largest city ,n the United States, San Jose increasingly exhibits the signs of a major metropolitan hub.

St Joseph’s Church, built in 1877, typifies San Jose’s mixture of old and new
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Residents recall San Jose’s growing years
Memories describe peaceful times in valley
By Alan Janson
Sometime. not so long
ago, San Jose was a sleepy
western town, filled not
with houses but the smell of
blossoms or prunes drying
in the sun.
Indeed it wasn’t so long
ago, for people can still remember those times.
"1 remember the first
year we were here," said
Anna Pieracci, a 74-yearold resident. "There was a
flood on Union Street and
we all started crying because we couldn’t get out of
the house. They sent out a
wagon to get us out of the
flood.
"We then were sent to

Washington school where
they fed us for months."
Pieracci moved to San
Jose with her family, including 14 children, when
she was between 8 and 10
years old, but wasn’t sure
what year
"San Jose was very
skim and hardly had any
stores," Pieracci remembered. "Hart’s was the only
store we had."
For entertainment, Pieracci had a choice of two or
three movie houses and the
Vaudeville theater.
"Things were stricter
then," she said. "Girls
weren’t permitted to go out
then without a brother or

sister."
Pieracci worked in the
American Can Company,
along with two of her sisters and a brother, making
top and bottoms to cans.
"We worked for twelveand-a -half cents an hour
then," she laughed.
"There were no crime
problems then because
everybody loved each
other," she continued. "We
weren’t afraid to go anywhere."
But Pieracci has become all too aware of the
changes.
"About three months
ago. I got down from a
bus," said Pieracci, who

lives near City Hall. "A guy
came up to me and said:
’give me some money.’ I
said: I got no money and he
said he was going to kill
me. But just then the police
came by and scared him
off."
Now, she carries a
police whistle around her
neck.
Dr. Westley Goddard of
the Foreign Language Dr
partment, has a more pre-cise vision of San Jose and
the changes that have
taken place.
"I remember San Jose
as a sleepy farm town,"
said the 61 -year-old professor, who moved west at the

age of six and began teaching at San Jose State in
1939.
"Washington Square
was a nice shady, uncluttered oasis. The lawns
were mowed by a horsedrawn lawnmower.
"The ground floor along
First Street had been
remodeled," Goddard
remembered upon one of
his returns back home.
"But the second floor dated
back to the 1900s with its
long windows and
triangular trim."
The Bank of America on
First and Santa Clara
streets was a big building
then in those days," he

said.
"San Jose really had a
small-town feeling. Willow
Glen and Burbank were
suburbs of San Jose at that
time."
Goddard ri:rneir.)...iered
the perimeters of the city
as being Willow Glen to the
west and where Highway
101 is now to the east and
Highway 17 to the north.
"Those were the days
when this was the ’valley of
orchards.’ " he said.
"In those days the
Blossom Festival was a big
event and trainloads of
people came down from
San Francisco to see it. But
the Blossom Festival was

just run out of business by
the subdivisions.
"That represented the
tone of the community
when people felt something
for their community; to
knock themselves out to
have parades and floats
and high school bands
marching.
"That was a small town
feeling that was lost when
we became a metropole,"
Goddard said.
The growth followed the
end of the war according to
Goddard.
"Almost every man who
had spent some time in the
service, passed sometime
in California and said:

when I get out of this
blessed army, that’s where
I’m going to live . . . and
they did," he concluded.
That was the time of the
noisy red, inter-urban cars
carried people between
Palo Alto, Los Gatos.
Saratoga and San Jose
That was the time when
one could drive around the
area and be pleased with
the delightful smell of
prunes and apricots drying
in the sun.
That was the time when
freeways and speed ways
were non-existent.
It’s not so long yet, from
looking around, it seems
like an eternity.

Tower replica tribute to city’s past;
Kelley Park home for bicentennial gift
By Carol Sarasolin
Proud San Joseans
called it the eight wonder of
the world. Opponents called it "Owens’ folly."
Either way, the 237-foot
electric light tower, built in
1881, was the brightest
structure in the United
States and the third brightest in the world.
Today a 110-foot replica
of San Jose’s past glory
stands in the San Jose Historical Museum complex in
Kelley Park.

Mount Pleasant High
School marching band.
Emcee for the evening
will be Fred LaCosse,
KRON-TV 4 newscaster,
The Mirassou Winery
will provide free wine tasting, bread and cheese, after which the tower will be
presented to Mayor Janet
Gray Hayes.

At 8:30 p.m., the 620
clear sign bulbs will be lit,
topped by a 400 watt metal arc lamp.
J.J. Owens, founder and
The tower is a bicenten- owner of the San Jose Mernial gift from the San Jose cury, originally conceived
Real Estate Board to the of the idea of a tower after
city, for its 200th birthday, San Francisco built the
and will be dedicated this first electrical lighting staSunday at 6:30 p.m. The tion in the world in 1879.
Owens raised $3,455 of
public is invited.
the $5,500 necessary for the
The evening’s entertain- project and it was comment will include a maria- pleted and the lights lit on
chi band, a barbershop Dec. 13, 1881.
quartet, singing by the Now
The tower, at the corner
and Five Flavors, and the of Market and Santa Clara

streets, became the city’s
trademark for 34 years.
Citizens boasted that on
the night the tower was lit
they could see the time on
their watches a mile away.
Other people said the grass
at St. James Park looked
like a white sheet.
One man complained
the light was so bright that
his chickens wouldn’t
roost. He lived 15 miles
away in Los Gatos.
Businesses adopted the
tower for their name. Tr
day the Tower Saloon on E.
Santa Clara bears testimony to the old structure.
The tower wasn’t without its problems. Policemen vied for the "tower"
beat. Wildlife flew into the
tower and were sold by the
men in blue to local restaurants before a state law
outlawed the practice).
Drunks tried to climb
the building on Saturday

nights and would-be suicides were pulled down repeatedly.
Gas companies opposed
the project because they
saw it as a threat to their
survival.
The 24,000 candle power
was furnished by the dynamos (direct current
generator ) of George Roe’s
San Jose Brush Company.
The light was described as
much
a mellow blue
brighte) than the old gas
lamps.
Owen sold the tower to
Roe in 1882 to satisfy the
outstanding debt of $1,000
the difference between
the amount Owen raised
and the cost of the tower.
The structure stood until damaged by wind on
Feb. 8, 1915. The public
eagerly raised the $6,100
necessary for repairs.
However, before i epai, S

San Jose wonder woman?

A 110-1oot tall replica of San Jose’s 19th century light tower will be dedicated at 6.30 pin. this
Sunday at Kele y Park s Historical Museum

Lynching denounced;
investigation dropped
(cont. from sec. 1, pg. 1)
A spotlight trained on
the tree highlighted the
grizzly execution. Yet the
crowd’s vengeance had not
been satisfied. A woman
tried to set fire to Thurmond’s clothes with a gasoline-soaked mop but it
failed to ignite. After a few
more attempts with a
lighted match, the body began to burn.
For almost an hour, the
two lifeless forms swayed
till the State Highway Patrol arrived and cut them
down.
Governor Sunny Jim

Rolph praised the mob’s
work: "I’m thinking of
paroling all convicted kidnappers to those fine
patriotic citizens of San
Jose."
A California university
instructor exhorted her
class to applaud for one
minute "in honor of justice
rendered."
Voicing the prevailing
sentiment, then President
Franklin D. Roosevelt
strongly denounced the
whole affair and took Rolph
to task for his statement.
The chastened governor

qualified his earlier statement and indicated that he
didn’t approve of "lynching
every day," only on special
occasions.
District Attorney Thomas courageously announced the lynching
would be investigated and
all mob leaders would be
prosecuted if they could be
identified.
No citizen ever came
forward to testify.
Faced with a wall of silence, the grand jury dropped its inquiry after a desultory attempt to investigate the lynching.
The violent passions and
memories of San Jose’s
"Bloody Sunday" have
long since faded away. Today St. James Park is a
lonely strip of open space
inhabited by winos and
transients in a world far removed from the ghastly actions of the past.

Valley’s ’Grandma Bascom’
pioneers area’s development
By Celeste A. flier
A woman who weighed
less than 100 pounds built
San Jose’s first church and
schoolhouse, fed members
of the state legislature, and
raised 11 children. Who
was this wonder woman? It
was "Grandma Bascom."
Anna Maria Bascom,
known as Grandma Bascom, was a well-known San
Jose figure during the
1850s. Bascom Avenue,
which runs from Santa
Clara to Los Gatos, was
named after her family.
Born in Kentucky in
1816, Grandma Bascom
married at 16 and moved
with her husband, Dr.
Louis H. Bascom, to San
Jose in October. 1849. That
year San Jose was named
the first state capitol.
Her house, nicknamed
"Flapjack Hall," was a
gathering place for California’s first state legislators.
In it she sold flapjacks for
$1 a stack and took in
boarders for $20a week.
When interviewed by
the Overland Monthly in
1887, she said, "I used to go
up to the legislature and enjoy the fun there as much

as they enjoyed my housekeeping."
Also, in that article, she
said she built the first
church and schoolhouse in
San Jose with her own
hands using only a "good
stout needle" as her tool.
It was the "Blue Tent"
church and schoolhouse,
made out of yards and
yards of blue jean cloth.
According to Bascom, the
Presbyterian Church was
organized in it.
In the 1850s San Jose
was pretty rustic, with cattle and horses running
loose in the streets. But
Bascom had endured the
rough covered wagon trip
out here and was prepared

for anything.
"Our first night in San
Jose we slept on buffalo
skins on the floor," Bascom
told the Overland Monthly.
She attempted to bring a
little culture to San Jose.
Her piano was the first one
in San Jose. According to
Bascom, "It made a great
sensation. Indians and
Spanish used to crowd
around the doors and windows to hear the wonderful
music."
When her husband gave
up doctoring and took up
farming, they moved to the
south edge of Santa Clara.
She died in 1894 at the age
of 78.
Grandma Bascom Saw

Footprints of the Future

San Jose change from a
muddy state capitol to a
bustling city at the turn of
the century. One wonders
what she would say about
San Jose today, and the
20th century woman.
Perhaps she would scoff
at the women’s liberation
movement, point a petite
finger at a flabby female
and say, "What are you
complaining about’: You’ve
got it easy."

could begin, a 56 mile per
hour gale shook the tower
and sent 15 tons of steel
crashing to the ground on
Dec. 3.
Only one man was hurt.
Two autos had passed under the tower only moments before its collapse
witnesses later said it was
a miracle no one was
seriously injured and cited
the driving rain, which had
driven everyone indoors,
as the reason.
The contractor, C.S.
Hoffman of the Golden
Gate Iron Works, said the
life of the tower was predicted to be a little over 30
years and that a 60 m.p.h.
wind would throw 23 tons of
pressure against the structure.
For that reason and
financial problems, all
thought of repairing the
tower was abandoned. The
repair money, which had
been raised, was diverted
to another project the
San Jose Deep Water Port
Association.
The tower stood for 34
glorious years and residents of San Jose never forgot that their city was one
of the first to use electricity
for lighting.
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’ El Pueblo de San Jose
By Alan Janson
On November 29, 1777,
land was broken on the east
bank of Rio de Guadalupe
and was named El Pueblo
de San Jose de Guadalupe.
And the checked flag
came down on the great
San Jose land race.
Despite the fact that the
first European civil community of California had
the whole valley from
which to choose and only 68
persons needing land, disputes over who could have
what and how much arose,
giving the reader of San
Jose history books that
feeling of a "deja vu."
The early organization
of the Pueblo of San Jose
appeared idealist and
somewhat socialistic in nature.
Under the leadership of
Lt. Cmdr. Jose Joaquin
Moraga, each head of a
household was granted a
"solar." land for the construction of a house, and
"suretes," land for the expressed purposes of cultivation, which measured
200 varas square.
A vara is about 33 and
one-third inches long.
Perhaps foreseeing the
problems that San Jose
presently has over land,
the settlers were forbidden
to sell, mortgage or divide
their property. Instead, the

land was to be passed on to
an heir, and so on through
perpetuity.
Almost in the manner of
Noah’s Ark, each head of
the household was provided
in the form of a loan with
two cows, two oxen, two
mares, two beeves, two
sheep, two goats, but only
one mule.
Oscar Osburn Winther,
author of "The History of
San Jose: 1777-1869," noted
that the one mule breaks
the trend, but then two
mules wouldn’t do much
good as far as reproduction.
"It appears that seven
years after the establishment of the pueblo, some of
the settlers became a little
greedy," wrote Frederick
Hall, author of "The History of San Jose" in 1871.
The settlers, anxious to
extend their tracts of pasture land within the pueblo
limits, demanded changes.
The governor viewed
their demands as moderate
and showed a willingness to
comply, but a higher official saw this wish for more
as "over anxious desire on
the part of the solicitors to
increase their possessions;
to swell the number of their
flocks, and to add to their
coffers at the general expense of the community."
According to the Royal

Order of Oct. 24, 1781, settlers were permitted "to
maintain their stock to the
common advantages of
water and pastures, and
the woods and timbers of
the commons were to be
marked out in every pueblo.
"No settler shall possess over 50 head of cattle
of each kind, so that the
usefullness resulting from
the stock may be distributed among all and the
true wealth of the pueblos
not be confined to a few
residents."
Hall concluded, "This
was indeed a highly democratic view to be taken of
such affairs by a kingly
government."
Yet despite this altruism, a decade of battle
broke out between Mission
Santa Clara and the pueblo
over who controlled which
land.
As the pueblo slowly increased in size, the Fathers
began to complain of encroachment. In addition,
the Fathers claimed the
need for more land to accommodate the Indians under their "care."
The markers of the borderline set out by Moraga
had long disappeared, so
that the division between
the pueblo and the mission
was undefined.

A Spanish Gaucho roping a steer was a common scene in the El Pueblo de
San Jose de Guadelupe area in the late 1700s. Settlers established ranchos

The governor sent Don
Alberto de Cordova, an official engineer, to arbitrate
and redraw the original
lines.
He went as far as to
draw the line but threw up
his hands to the opposing
stories provided by each
side.
Because the lines were
never officially made, later
claims by natives under the
United States rule, were
doomed.
The church was far
from satisfied with de Cordova’s rule (he ruled in favor of the settlers), so Father Pano took up battle
with the state by re-tracing
the entire history of the
Mission.
Though his statements
are rather lengthy, one
argument is a classic:
Atypical of political problems in our time, the
Padre attacked the past
governor, Don Pedro Fagews, who had long since
left office and was not there
to defend himself.
Pano was also adept at
the art of using statistics as
if he were bidding for an increase in the military budget.
According to Pano, Mission Santa Clara cared for
1,434 Christian Indians and
had some 4,000 in surround-

the great land race
ing villages under its jurisdiction.
Because Mission San
Jose was not established
until June 11, 1797, disputes
between it and the pueblo
were late in developing, but
they came.
One such instance,
wrucn coma Pe described
as a developers nightmare,
involved the sale of a
rancho to Mission San Jose.
The government decided that Larios, the
owner, had acted in bad
faith and had no right to
sell the land, because
"lands which were given,
loaned or rented could not
be sold by the possessor
without permission of the
government."
Perhaps of he were spoken today, Hall noted, "If
all parties were punished in
the present times (1871)
who act in bad faith in land
transactions, the criminal
courts would be more industrious than they have
been thus far."
Land battles were not
the only action of early San
Jose.
Crime demanded the
need of round the clock surveillance on the part of a
corporal and three soldiers.
A regulation that called
for an 11 p.m. curfew also
provided for a mounted

with large tracts of pasture land in the pueblo, However, land disputes in
the valley soon arose.

S.J. Japantown abounds with culture
By Patricia Escobedo
Walking down Fifth
Street away from campus,
the ordinary sameness of
the residential community
is suddenly transformed
into culturally rich Japan town.
"Nihonmachi," as the
Japanese call it, was settled by immigrants drawn
from the agriculturally
oriented class. Santa Clara
Valley’s rich and fertile
lands proved to be lucrative for the Japanese
farmer. Their contributions towards the economic
growth of the valley included work in truck farming (vegetable growing)
and the perfection of such
crops as berries, broccoli,
tomatoes, seed crops and
pears.

selves set up their shops in
what was known as "Chinatown" after a benevolent
German named Heinlen
leased the land to the
Chinese when their community around Market St.
was destroyed by fire and
they could not relocate in
other areas because of discrimination.
Japantown developed in
the area of North Sixth and
Jackson streets, while
Chinatown took up Fifth,
Sixth, Jackson and Taylor
streets. This area became
the economic hub for
Japanese farmers.
Because the Japanese
and Chinese were ostracized by the surrounding
white society, they were
able to form a cohesive
group and soon developed a

The pioneers who went
into business for them-

camaraderie.
Before too long, stores,
newspapers, specialty
shops, schools, churches,
hotels and boarding houses
sprang up. Even though the
immigrants brought the
Christian religion with
them, they established a
Buddhist church for its followers. The Buddhist
church formed a basis for a
cultural coming -together.
In order to help them
with their new life the settlers established organizations that would help them
with their spiritual and social needs. These organizations included the "Nihonijirtkai" (Japanese Association), which took care of
intra-community affairs
between Japan and San
Jose, and the JACL
(Japanese-American Citizens League), formed to
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Most of the immigrants
who came to the Santa
Clara Valley were young,
rugged bachelors searching for a new life. Before
1924 most of these bachelors sent away for "picture
brides" from Japan because of the shortage of women. This practice was
stopped with the passage of
the Exclusion Act of 1924.
Family life for the settlers was much the same as
it was in Japan. Immigrants brought up their
children to respect their
elders, teachers and the

law. The children in turn
did well in school and maintained a low crime rate.
Today, "Nihonmachi"
remains much the same except for the disappearance
of the Chinese. There still
remains a high concentration of elderly Japanese
and only recently has there
been an influx of Filipinos
and Koreans.
Even though "Nihon
machi" has changed in
some ways, the essence of
the early pioneers, their
struggles, hopes and
dreams are still evident
and have remained with us.
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patrolman, who "must not
be a decrepit old wreck," to
watch over the outlining
areas.
At the same time, instructions were given for
the erection "of a big and
strong stock, with a long,
thick, strong hinge and
three staples for the
padlock," to house offenders.
Production of food grew
faster than could be eaten.
"As the harvest of fruit
was greater than its consumption, in its natural
state, the owners sought to
transubstantiate a part of it
into a pleasant, though intoxicating beverage," Hall
wrote.

Don Manuel Higuerra of
San Jose "was of the opinion that peach brandy was
a useful article," and went
to Monterey to solicit "the
favor of making just one
barrel of the good, old, never-to-be forgotten drink."
"The officer, doubtlessly sympathizing with
the taste of the petitioner,
granted the favor," Hall
wrote.
Besides, enjoying the
juice of the gods, the
government ordered the.
use of fields for the growth
of hemp, "as an experiment," though the historians don’t specify what particidar use it had.
Indeed, the early set -

Good will leads
to Ohlone loss
By Cheryl Dennison
United States immigrants to the California territory
never had the chance to battle with San Jose’s native
Americans the Ohlone. The Spanish had managed to
annihilate the tribe before the 1849 Gold Rush.
The Spanish, in an effort to save the Ohlone’s souls,
"wiped them out," Dr. Robin Brooks, history professor, said.
Several factors contributed to the extinction of the
peaceful, agricultural people who had lived in Santa
Clara Valley for an estimated 1,000 years before the
Spanish arrived in the 1770s.
Conversion was not as easy to obtain as the Spanish
padres had hoped.
"The only way to save the Ohlone’s souls was to
convert them to Christianity," Brooks said, "and the
Indians were very happy not being Christians."
The padres gathered up the Ohlone within reach and
forced them to remain in the missions. They offered to
fulfill their "purposeless" lives and required them to
recite Biblical quotations in Latin.
Unmarried men and women were housed in separate dorms, and any association between them was
punished through whippings.
They were forced to exchange their light, skimpy
dress for heavy, "more acceptable" clothing.
Hard work was also valued as a key to salvation.
The Ohlone were forced to the tields, toiling over European crops. The Santa Clara Valley Indians weren’t
conditioned to the long hours of labor because it had always been easy for them to raise their food in the fertile earth.
The Ohlone had lived good lives, thriving on acorns
from the live oaks, roots, shellfish and wild game on
the valley floor.
The hard work imposed by the padres, combined
with the heavy clothing, was much more than the Ohlone could adapt to. Their new lives in the missions
were totally alien to the course their lives had taken for
hundreds of years.
"The Indians found that living wasn’t so important
after their culture was destroyed," Brooks said. "They
weren’t prepared to become ’white.’ "
More importantly, they began to realize that "the
white man’s god was stronger than their god," he continued.
Along with their Bibles and religious doctrine, the
Spanish brought with them bacteria to which the Ohlone had never before been exposed measles, small
pox, diphtheria, and tuberculosis.
Entire tribes in the Bay Area were swept away by
the raging epidemics, and this contributed to the decreasing number of Ohlone, Brooks said.
The balance between man and nature that the Ohlone had maintained was disrupted by the immigrants
from Mexico.
The native grass, which had been part of the Ohlone’s diet, was nothing like the grasses and weeds that
cover the hills and fields now.
The sheep introduced to the valley by the Spanish
carried the seeds for "the worst weeds we’ve got" in
their wool. The weeds spread and destroyed the grassland.
The Ohlone faced a choice assimilate or die. They
did not have enough time to choose anything else but
death.

tiers of San Jose had similar problems and tastes to
today’s counterparts Land
fights abounded, not to
mention need for law and
order and adequate police
Though it undoubtedly
has grown larger and
changed faces, San Jose
has a lot in common with
this ghost of the past.

Schedule
of events
upcoming
The S in Jose Bicentennial Commission ha,
scheduled a multitude of
events for the rest of the
year to celebrate San
Jose’s 200th birthday
November 29. Some of the
events are:
A dedication of the
electric light power replica, 6 p.m., May 1, at the
,an Jose Historical Museum, 635 Phelan Ave;
A centennial celebration at St. Joseph’s Church,
Market and San Fernando
streets, on April 30 and
May 1. On April 30, a banquet will be held and on
May 1 a barbecue is scheduled;
The Berryessa Community Art and Wine Festival will be held May 14 at
Noble Park, Noble Ave.
and Piedmont Road;
A Bicentennial Flag
Day parade will be held
June 11 in downtown San
Jose,

The second annual
Tapestry in Talent Cultural
Festival will be held in
downtown San Jose. July 2
and 3;
An ecumenical service called "Thanksgiving
for all Faiths" will be held
at the San Jose Center for
the Performing Arts, San
Carlos and Almaden,
November 23;
A bicentennial ball
will be held Nov. 26 at the
new convention center.
Park and Market streets;
A bicentennial luncheon at the new convention
center will be held Nov. 29,
San Jose’s 200th birthday.
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Registration hardly a problem
for first S.J. Normal students
By Gary Norse
Mere than 100 years before San Jose State University initiated computer registration, there was a
quicker, more efficient and
more personal way of getting classes.
For P. Augusta Fink, it
was probably the easiest
registration of all time.
When she came to enroll
in the new Normal School
of the State of California on
the morning of July 18,
1862, the first day of registration for the new school,
she was the only student.
Despite the somewhat
auspicious start, enrollment for the first semester
boomed to six students and
has now reached more than
26,000 at SJSU. a descendant of the Normal School.
SJSU’s roots go back
even further than the Normal School of the State of
California.
The institution was
founded in 1857 as Minns’
Evening Normal School of
San Francisco. according
to Benjamin Gilbert, professor of history, to upgrade the teaching skills of
public school teachers in
the city. The school, with
the part-time enrollment of
30 women teachers, held
classes in various places,
including the basement of a
high school.

The term normal
school, according to Gilbert, is derived from
French and was used to describe a teacher’s training
school. Gilbert is the
author of "Pioneers For
One Hundred Years," a
history book on SJSU.
In 1862, the state took
over control of the school
and changed the function of
the school to that of training new teachers, rather
than as a brush-up for the
skills of the city’s current
teachers.
After eight years as
"sort of a roving institulion" in five different buildings in San Francisco, the
state legislature voted to
move the school to San Jose
because San Francisco was
considered too wild of a
city for young women
training to become teachers, Gilbert said.
Parking in the downtown San Jose area wasn’t
a problem in the late 1800’s
and the campus was planned for Washington
Square, a marshy area between San Carlos, San Fernand, Seventh and Fourth
streets, which was, a favorite spot for local wildgeese hunters.
Gilbert said 1871 was the
first year classes were held
in San Jose and the Normal
School continued its gypsy-
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Charles H. Allen

Trite existence, holding classes in local grade schools
for five years until a permanent home on the campus site was built.
That permanent home,
a large and attractive
wooden structure built in
the present campus location, burned to the ground
in 1880.
University planners decided wood wasn’t such a
hot building material and
the walls of the next building were built with brick.
The brick lasted until 1906
when the San Francisco
earthquake badly damaged
the structure.
Tower Hall and a connecting quad built in the
same architectural style,
were started in 1909 and
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The firs home built in San Jose for SJSU. called the Normal School back then, was constructed facing San Antonio and Fourth streets.

completed in time for the
fall, 1910 semester.
Gilbert, a professor at
SJSU since 1950, saw four
time periods as among the
most important eras of the
institution.
Gilbert credited Charles
Allen, Normal School principal from 1873 to 1889, with
important curriculum
changes designed to improve the teaching program.
Allen also served as
principal for the Los Angeles State Normal School. an
extension of the San Jose
school from 1882 to 1887.’
The Los Angeles campus
later evolved into present
day UCLA.
As well, Gilbert said,
San Jose Normal School
leaders played an important role in the establishment of the Chico State
Normal School, an institution which has since become Chico State University.
Gilbert said Thomas
MacQuarrie, school president from 1927 to 1952,
greatly expanded course
offerings to include many
vocational subjects, such
as police, business, journalism, nursing, engineering, occupational therapy
and aeronautice.
During MacQuarrie’s
administration, the institution changed names from
the 1921 title of State
Teachers College of San
Jose to San Jose State College in 1935.
Growth was the key feature of the administration
of MacQuarrie’s successor,
John T. Wahlquist.
Wahlquist also eliminated one degree the
two year junior college credential which San Jose
granted from 1923 to 1953
and added one, the Masters
of Science.
John Bunzel’s presidency was also mentioned
by Gilbert for the recent
emphasis on university research. He said the establishment in the library
of both the Sourissea Academy of State and Local
History and the Steinbeck
Research Center, and the
expansion of Moss Landing
Laboratories, were significant steps for promoting
research.

Campus topics given good exposure
as first S Pa rtan Daily issues appear
as his college, will assist in
the eradication of this festering sore," MacQuarrie
wrote in the Nov. 1, 1934
Spartan Daily.

By David Koenig
Students at San Jose
State complained about the
"perils of commuting"
in 1934.
The problem was not
finding a parking space
it was catching the train
from Palo Alto.
And students, all 1,700 of
them, attended San Jose
State College, which specialized in training teachers.
The Spartan Daily began publication in 1934, as
the current masthead says.
And, according to the
faded, yellowed and brittle
pages of those first issues
of the Daily, hot topics on
campus included closing
the library at night, installing lights for night football
at Spartan Stadium, and
resisting "radical" literature distributed on campus.
Some things never
change. In 1934 the manager of the CO-OP campus
bookstore wrote an article
in the Spartan Daily, explaining why some text
books required for classes
were not available.
Edward Haworth,
manager of the store, said,
"Every effort is made to
have an adequate supply of
books on our shelves and
ready for sale at the beginning of each quarter. If
sometimes we fail, it is because we humans are still
making mistakes even in
this enlightened era."
Observant readers may
have noticed the word

Earlier in the quarter, a
former congressman, Arthur M. Free, had declared
that "Communism is gaining a foothold at San Jose
State College."

Thomas W MacQuerrie

"quarter:" the college was
on the quarter system in
that enlightened era.
The furor over closing
the library at night dominated the Spartan Daily’s
front page throughout the
fall quarter. Working students complained that they
had no other time to use the
facility.
As present-day football
(and soccer) fans are
aware, lights were eventually installed at Spartan
Stadium. The move was
seen as a way of boosting
attendance for coach Dudley DeGroot’s gridders.
College President Dr.
T.W. MacQuarrie, after
whom MacQuarrie Hall
was named, asked the student body to resist "attacks" of radical parties
who distributed handbills
on campus.
"I hope every true citizen on this campus, every
one who loves the United
States of America as well

The college debating
team weighed the pros and
cons of the capitalistic system, then in the throes of
worldwide depression.
Depression or not, the
college was then growing,
and added 10 instructors
and several classes in 1934,
compared to present-day
cutbacks of faculty and
curriculum.
Student body officials of
1934 wouldn’t know what to
do with this year’s A.S.
budget of over half a million dollars. The Department of Student Affairs
then had a budget of $32,200. The largest expenditure was $9,445 to the
health cottage.
Spartan Daily editor
Dan Cavanagh knew about
the health cottage he
went there suffering from

"overwork."
In 1934, students could
get three meals a day, five
days a week, for $3.
Cigarette commercials
in the Daily were attacked
by president MacQuarrie.
One such ad, for Camel
cigarettes, asked the
reader, "Fagged out? Get
a lift with a Camel."
A survey of students by
psychology Prof. Dr. Dorothy Yates revealed that
men were more susceptable to depression (the
emotional type) than women.
Coach DeGroot’s football team had a successful
year, and apparently had
more campus support than
Lynn Stiles’ team gets. Students filled four train cars
for a trip to a game at UCDavis, and the idea was so
popular, they repeated it a
week later against Fresno
State.
The sports page of the
Daily told of numerous "secret practices." in which
DeGroot drilled his
charges for Far West Conference games.
There was talk of changing the athletic teams’
nickname to something
other than "Spartans."
But, like the Daily, that
name has endured.

Tower Hall and an adjoining rectangular building opened to students on Sept 20, 1910 The first campus building in San Jose
was destroyed by fire and the second building by the 1906 earthquake

Students had fun but no money

Spirit of ’50s remembered
By Gary Norse
There’s not much doubt
that George Minns, founder
of Minns’ Evening Normal
School, would be surprised
at the 120 years of changes
which have evolved his
school into SJSU.
But even newer staff
members have seen
changes in at least two
areas: financial aid and
student involvement.

who couldn’t otherwise afford tuition and living expenses to attend school,
according to Ryan, who
started work at SJSU in
January, 1960.

"There was also a lot of
emphasis on the traditional
student activities," Walter
said. "The Rally Committee was really a big thing
back then and so was
homecoming."
Greek events, according
to Walter, kept the social
life of the campus humming.
"There was never a
weekend when there wasn’t
a bit party planned." A big
party, as he described it,
included renting the ballroom of the Fairmont Hotel
in San Francisco while
participants arrived
dressed in tuxedos, long
gowns and corsages.
While Walter emphasized the Greek social
activities were important,
he said the university had a
sense of unity from campus-wide events.
A.S. sponsored dances.
held several times a year
at such places as Civic
Auditorium, were "totally
packed" and co-rec nights
every Wednesday were
also very well attended, he
said.
Faculty participation
was also very high at official school functions and
fraternity and sorority
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The current $8.5 million
provides money to between
25 and 30 per cent of SJSU’s
students.
The $8.5 million, the largest amount of financial
aid available at any campus in the CSUC system.
was provided by three state
programs and the following
federal legislation: The
1958 National Defense
Student Loan; The 1964 College Work Strdy program;
The Equal Opportunity
Grant, 1965; The Federally.
Insured Student Loan, 1968 and the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant, 1972.

"Students were very
activity oriented," according to Walter, who said he
didn’t want to make direct
comparisons to the present.

Events to train students
to become A.S. leaders,
such as an annual meeting
at Asilomar for Sparta
Camp, drew about 250 people, he said.
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The $35,000 in scholarships and short-term emergency loans before 1958
reached less than one per
cent of the student body, he
said.

Lowell Walter, a counselor at the counseling center. described SJSU of the
middle and late 1950s and
early 1960s as a period of
intense involvement in
campus activities.

He said students were
deeply involved in student
government, homecoming,
fraternities and sororities
and other social events.
"Student government
was rather a presitigious
kind of activity," Walter,
AS. Council adviser from
1955 to 1966, said. "The student body officers were
pretty well-known on
campus."

a

George W. Minns
events, he said.
The activity oriented
student body of the ’50s was
gradually replaced by
issue oriented students in
the mid-1960s, he said.
"A lot of things which
seemed to be significant,"
Walter said, "lost importance as we passed through
the ’60s."
While student interest
turned from social activities to social and political
issues, there was a steady
increase in the number of
students without outside
jobs who were financially
able to attend college,
according to Don Ryan,
SJSU financial aids director.
In 1958, a total of $35,000
in financial aid was available from the university to
students, Ryan said.
the amount currently
available through the
after a prouniversity
liferation of federal and
state scholarships, loans
and work-study programs
is $8.5 million.

"Prior to 1958," he said,
"if they (students) didn’t
have the money, they
either didn’t go to school or
they worked out in the community."
The tremendous increase in aid has allowed
many persons from low inpersons
come homes
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Although requirements
have changed slightly, all
of the above legislation is
still in effect, he said.
Ryan said he expects
the financial aid program
to grow as more lowincome students are recruited to the university.
George Minns probably
wouldn’t be surprised.
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Student Union Ballroom
PUCH MOTORIZED BICYCLE

378-4636

OPEN DAILY 9 AM TO 6 PM
FRIDAY ’TILL 9 PM CLOSED SUNDAY

Tickets: $3.50 RHAC card holders, $4.50 Students
$5.50 General
On sale at the A.S. Business Office, all BASS
outlets, Underground Records and at the door
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Foibles, faux pas of Spartan sports in the past
By Russell Ingold
death holes he hit a shot, of the men’s individual
Needless to say, Malone lights went out. It was total
The Great Awakening and it looked like it would matches, and I can’t
DOW knows plenty about the
darkness, and the women
has arrived for sports at be all over for him. It went remember who was play- fencing team the women were screaming and everySJSU.
to the left of the green, but ing. I didn’t know much fencers have been un- thing.
Recently, SJSU as it hit a litle metal stake and about fencing them.
mistakably the national
When the lights finally
received national recog- bounced back onto the
I sat there watching the champions the past three came back on, 30 minutes
nition for its successes in green.
scoreboard light panels seasons
later, I looked up on the
football, basketball, judo,’
Walt McPherson, who scoreboard and we were
He was able to tie it on which indicate by lighting
track, baseball, tennis, that hole, and on the next up when a touch is scored. I has been involved as a two points behind. I still
fencing, women’s hockey, hole Roger won the playoff. started cheering when the coach or instructor at SJSU don’t know; I can’t
and women’s golf.
lights on our man’s side since 1938, recalls a black- remember if some guy was
While the steady rise to
Joyce Malone, women’s started going on more and out which left the Spartans shooting at the time the
glory is quite serious, it athletic director for the more until finally the in the dark:
lights went out of what.
would be fitting to examine past 11 seasons, remem- match was over.
I’ll never forget things
But! remember that we
the past in SJSU sports bers an embarrassing
And so I was up there that heppened in thewar lost that game by two
through its lighter side, as moment when she watched cheering and clapping, and days. We were playing points.
retold by seven current the SJSU fencing team in then one of the fencers basketball against St.
Women’s athletic
coaches and campus of- competition against came up to me and I said to Mary’s one night in the
trainer Melody Toth will
ficials.
winter of ’42 when the
him, "Wasn’t that great?
Stanford:
never forget how a "crazy
blackout occurred.
From sudden -death
The incident occurred We won,"
lady" ran into (literally)
It was in the middle of
birdies to airplane scares, maybe five or six years ago
He just looked at me and
the women’s gymnastics
from blackouts to smash- at the Northern California said, "No, Miss Malone, the game, and the score
team:
ups, from bunnies to Championships here at We lost. Those lights were was tied, and all of a
The gymnasts were in
Spartans, here are some of SJSU. I was watching one the other man’s scores."
sudden the gymnasium
Long Beach last year for a
the memorable and zany
moments in sports at SJSU
down through the years.
Wynn Cook, sports information director for
seven years, describes a
comically unbelievable
football contest and a
popcorn -hitting winning
golfer:
One game I still talk
about, and one of the
craziest football games
I’ve ever seen on any field,
was in 1971, when SJSU
beat Stanford 13-12. In that
game SJSU had 80 yards
total offense, and Stanford
had 450 yards.
Rod Garcia of Stanford
missed all his kicking situations that day
both
extra points and several
field goal attempts.
With less than a minute
left in the game, Stanford
drove down to our 3-yard
line with a field goal situation. Garcia, who had
been hooking the ball left
all day long, overcorrected
and missed what amounts
to a one-yard-longer-thanusual extra point wide to
the right, and we won the After the 1927 New York Yankees’ championship year, Herman "Babe- Ruth made one of his barnstorming stops in San J01141.
It was an exhibition here where the Bambino hit the longest home run of his career.
game.
Our offensive player of
the game was John McMillian, the punter, who
averaged 42 yards a punt,
including a 75-yarder.
(Stanford went on to win
the Pacific-8 title that year,
followed by a Rose Bowl
win over heavily-favored
Michigan in which Garcia
By Rich Freedman
tually compiled a blacklist vived by the Pacific Coast Jose include major
kicked a field goal in the
Some local baseball and boycotted players in League to develop young leaguers Jay Johnstone,
final seconds to clinch it, fans believe the arrival of the State League.
players.
Steve Busby, Rudy May
13-12.)
San Jose finished last in and George Brett.
California State League
the San Jose Bees in 1962
Then, on the SJSU golf was the first organized lasted until 1909 because the league that included
Brett, third baseman for
team was a guy who they
team to play in San Jose.
many players were local Stockton, Fresno and Wat- the Kansas CityRoyals, led
called a "popcorn hitter "
the American League in
Not so, AstroTurf boys with an enthusiastic sonville.
He didn’t have a real big
Smith took the batting batting last season.
following.
breath.
name for himself or anyAn insurance man, Joe
The League was almost title, however, hitting .323.
There were several
thing like, but he had a real
The league became a Gagliardi, brought the
semi-pro clubs back in the wiped from existence when
good attitude.
late 1870s.
the great San Francisco pleasure resort for broken- franchise in Sacramento to
He’s like your average
Earthquake of 1906 ruined down players and was dis- San Jose last year, where a
San Jose joined the Old
guy short-cut hair, wire - California League in 1892,
several area ball parks, bandedin 1914 with San contest was held to estabrimmed glasses
Jose in second place.
lish a team nickname.
but only survived until
including Seals Stadium.
I was real impressed 1900. With a name like the
The league was tried
The Missions was the
Only one game a week
with him. At the 1972 Prune Pickers, their exwas played in the State again the following year eventual winner, and GagWestern Regionals he was tinction was understanliardi was general manLeague, but the players’ but cancelled.
about in the middle of the dable.
In October of 1927 an ager of a top-flight Triple A
salaries were relatively
field, and then he came
exhibition game was held ball club.
That illustrious season,
high.
roaring back and chipped San Jose dropped out after
The Missions are the
In 1907, the league went at San Jose’s Sodality Park
in a shot on the last hole 51 games, leaving the
to eight clubs including by the Bustin Babes, farm team of the Oakland
from about 80 feet to place
league with four teams;
Alameda, Santa Cruz, named after ( who else?) A’s with the expansion
second.
Seattle Mariners also proSacramento, Santa Cruz,
Fresno, Oakland, Babe Ruth.
That day, the Sultan of viding several players.
His name is Roger MaltSan Francisco and OakSacramento, San FranSwat
blasted
one
of
the
bie, and since he left SJSU
The future baseball outland
cisco, Stockton and San
longest home runs in his- look for San Jose?
he’s gone on to become
In 1902, San Jose joined
Jose.
P(;A Rookie of the Year.
The next step appears to
the California State
In 1908 Stockton won the tory, a 600-footer.
San Jose was out of or- be the major leagues. An
He won the Jack League.
championship led by Hal
ganized baseball until 1941
Nicklaus Memorial
expansion or established
The State League was a
Chase.
when it joined the Califor- team may reside here, posrournament in 1976, and it so-called outlaw league beChase. a first baseman,
was a great thrill to see the cause it extricated players
sibly even the A’s.
spent many years in the nia League (Class C). Howone-time fuzzy cheeked kid from Organized Baseball
One thing is certain. If
majors but was banished ever, a year later the
in the final playoff with and the National Baseball
the future is as inspirationfor gambling and game-fix- league disbanded.
In
1947,
San
Jose
was
al as the past, San Jose’s
Hale Irwin.
Association. The National
ing. He turned up in San
On one of the sudden- Baseball Commission acbaseball outlook will be
Jose in 1920 as player and again in the Cal League,
this
time
in
the
Class
A
colorful.
part-owner in the independent, semi -pro Mission division. Baseball remained in San Jose until
League.
In October of that year, 1958 when the franchise
Chase was barred from the moved to Las Vegas.
league following a grand
The now-departed Bees
jury investigation.
were formed in 1962, where
San Jose’s last year in they played in Municipal
ALL USED EVERYTHING
the California State League Stadium until last season,
was 1909, much to the dis- shifting to the compact
may of Hap Smith.
Hughes Stadium at SacraBaseball returned to mento.
San Jose in 1913 when the
Some of the players who
Cal State League was re- starred for the Bees in San

Ruth hit his longest homer here

S.J. baseball dates to 1892

tournament, in which
SJSU’s Gayle Yost
qualified for the finals in
the vaulting competition in
the evening.
Eight of the girls, including Yost, went to
Disneyland before the
finals and decided to stop
at Denny’s. They came out
after eating and all but one
were out waiting in the station wagon when we
noticed a car come through
the entrance and park two
spaces away.
Then suddenly, here’s a
Pinto driven by some crazy
lady who comes racing in
behind this other car and
slams right into our station
wagon! She then backed
up, and rammed into us
again. Then she backed up
a third time, and slammed
into us again! And everybody dispersed I mean,
everyone went flying out
that that car fast!
Our gymnasts were just
standing there, stunned, as
the women got out of the
car and started to attack
the man in the other car.
Apparently, she was his
girlfriend or something and
she found him with another
woman, and so the crazy
woman wanted revenge.
One of our girls, Kay
Bumann, is the kindhearted type, and she went
over to try to help the man
calm this lunatic down. But
when the woman saw Kay,
I think she figures she was
the man’s girlfriend, and
she slugged Kay! (She was
OK after a while,
however.)
Finally, somebody
called an ambulance to
take this disturbed woman
away, and all the girls were
just dazed and really
amazed.
The station wagon
wasn’t hurt at all, because
the woman slammed into
the front bumper at the
same place every time.
The unfortunate thing
was, after all this, Gayle
missed her finals meet.
The 21-year head coach
in tennis, Butch Krikorian,
laughs about an incident
involving a SJSU player at
a national tournament in
the summer of 1975:
SJSU’s Hank Pfister
was playing Eric Fielder
from Michigan. You have
to know Hank Pfister; he’s
got a lot of charisma, but
he also makes a lot of noise
and gets excited and flips
his racquet around.
He was playing this
match in New York and it
was a real hot and humid
night. Hank missed a shot
and got mad, flipping his
racquet up in the air
toward the fence. But he
flipped it up too high it
went up, hit the top of the
fence, and fell over.
And Hank’s other
racquets weren’t in very
good shape. So here he is,
in the finals of the tournament, with all the spectators and everything else,
and he watches his only
good racquet slide down
the hill and into the Hudson
River.
Without saying anything, he ran out of the
stadium and along the
river, and he couldn’t
reach his drifting racquet
with a stick, so he finally
had to jump in and pull it

too. It dawned on us
who’s flying this airplane?
So we ran up front and
there’s two of our football
players, Shemel and
Howard Overhouse, flying
the plane. They were
former pilots and out of the
service, and things were
pretty loose in those days.
This happened several
times former pilots on
the team would give the
regular pilots a break for a
while. Of course, that
couldn’t possibly happen
now, with all the restrictions. Shemel was later
killed in an airplane crash.
I remember one instance in which we were
flying late at night and all
of a sudden there was an
announcement "Prepare
for emergency crash!" Of
course it kind of panicked
everyone but it turned out
to be just one of our
comedians who grabbed
the intercom.
I know to this day, if
they ever found out who did
it, he’d be in bad trouble. It
really scared everybody.
Finally, there would be
no better way to conclude
than to take a glimpse at
the famous (or infamous)
year of ;969, when SJSU
was bettei known as the
school ranktd high on Playboy’s ratings cif nationwide
"action center," than as a
winner in competitive
sports.
And it is only appropriate that Yeah Uchida
and Dave Long, present
coaches of the 16-time
national -championship
judo team, should laugh(Continued on pages)
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out.
You have to understand
that the Hudson River has
a lot of sewer and crap in
there, and he came out all
wet and smelly, but he ran
back onto the court.
Nobody had known why
he had left. The umpire
usually defaults anybody
who leaves the court, but
he was so startled that he
didn’t do anything. Hank,
who’s a mess, comes back
and says, "Excuse me, but
I had to get my racquet."
And he smelled and the
racquet was wet and he
came back to win the
match.
Baseball mentor Gene
Menges, who began as a
football backfield coach in
1952, says that "the way
things have changed since
then is absolutely
amazing:"
In 1952, we had a threeman staff for football. One
had to scout other teams,
so that left two for handling
the ball game one man
upstairs and one down on
the field.
I can remember when
the phones went out, I
would make paper airplanes up in the pressbox
and sail the message down
to the guy on the field.
Nowdays, of course,
we’re operating with nine,
ten, or eleven coaches a
complete change from the
time I was there.
I can remember flying
an airplane (a real one) to
L.A. one day with the team,
and guys were playing
cards and fooling around.
The pilot then came back to
join us and soon I noticed
the co-pilot standing there,
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Affordable growth key to rosy future
claims San Jose manager Tedesco
By Doreen Carvajal
The future looks rosy for
San Jose, claims the man
responsible for guiding it.
San Jose City Manager
Ted Tedesco predicts the
city will continue to grow,
but at a rate that is affordable and conducive to a
good quality of life.
"San Jose will be a positive place to live," he said.
"We will grow at a rate
that can absorb the cost of
services."
San Jose’s plans for the
coming decades emphasize
improvement of city
amenities: parks, open
space, recreational and leisure activities, according
to Tedesco.
"We are trying to get a
better handle on the numbers question and concentrate on the quality of life,"
he explained.
Tedesco expects there
will be 785,000 people living
in the city by 1990.
"We’ve learned from

the 60’s you shouldn’t entice people to come here
when you don’t have adequate services. I don’t
trunk that’s fair to them,"
he said.
Enhanced economic
services and opportunities
will be the key to the improved quality of life
Tedesco envisions.
Improved community
services can lead to rehabilitation of the area.
Tedesco notes.
"The city has to take
care of its share. We can’t
ask someone to fix up their
neighborhood if we don’t
take care of our end of it.
We move in and do the
work, then we start our efforts in the neighborhoods."
The city is already involved in a concerted effort
to attract industry to the
area.
Tedesco contends San

Jose’s dependence on the
property tax could be relaxed if there was more
industry to absorb the costs
of municipal government.
Industry’s tax share
could amount to as much as
50 per cent, he claimed. Increased industry would
also reduce commuting in
the valley, since it would be
located only a short drive
away from residential
areas.
Tedesco said he believes
the public agrees with his
plans.
"I think there is a common understanding that
this is an attractive place
to live. People don’t want to
go the way of the deteriorating core city. They
don’t want growth to have a
depressive affect," he said.
The downtown, often a
sign of a city’s deteriorating condition is going to revive in San Jose, according

Although he admits the area
right
is "pretty sterile"
now, he claims the area
will become more lively
once a hotel and specialized commercial trade is
introduced there.
to the city manager.

"The downtown will
never again be the commercial center of the valley. The orientation of the
community is toward a
core area ringed with commercial development.
However, we can become a
financial and specialized
commercial trade center."
Tedesco advocates a
mixture of uses in the area
to revitalize the downtown.
He would like to see commercial activity mixed
with residential use such
as a store front on the first
level of a building and
housing on the second

level.
SJSU will have a place
in the rejuvenated downtown but the city manager
is uncertain about just how
it will fit in.
"The university is a
community of 25,000 people
that generates a housing
and lifestyle market. I’m
not sure how it can be
capitalized. Students move
and change around a lot.
It’s hard to commit to a
long term strategy when I
don’t know what students
will be like in the next four
years."
He added there is a physical and psychological
barrier that separates the
university from the community. "Because of the
need to develop its interior
. . the university is walled
off," Tedesco said.

Sari Jose City Manager Ted Tedesco discusses the future of the city optimistically.

Student helps to restore city founded by slave
Work continues on Allensworth Park Project
By Boydine Hall
For nearly a decade, a
SJSU student and other
members of the Aliensworth Historical Park
Project have worked to
make a dream come true.
Elena Albert, a freshman English major, said
the dream of the organization was to restork the town
of Allensworth to its original condition of the early

1900s and to have Aliensworth dedicated as a California State Historical
Park.
Allensworth is located
on Highway 43, about 10
miles north of Bakersfield
in Tulare County.
Former chairman of the
Allensworth Advisory
Committee, Dr. Kenneth
Goode, stated: "We envi-

sion a large park. We’ll
have a large educational
and cultural project, probably an extensive library
on Afro-American history
and a study center. In addition to that, we’ll include
mining exhibits."
Allensworth was founded in 1908 by an ex-slave,
Lt. Col. Allen Allensworth.
Twice sold on the open
slave market because of
doing what was then illegal
for blacks to do learning
to read and white Aliens worth joined the Union
Army and became a free
man when the Army crossed the Kentucky state line.
He later worked as a
male nurse in the Army
and worked aboard a Navy
river gunboat. At the end of
the Civil War, Allensworth
began a new venture in St.
Louis as a proprietor of two
restaurants.

Ex slave. Lt -Col Allen Allensworth Chaplain, U.S. Army
founded Allensworth in 1906.

He was the first black
colonel in the United States
Army and the second black
to reach the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.
After his retirement, Allensworth saw California
as a haven for blacks because of the rich and fertile
land.
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As a result, he and four
others formed the Home
Improvement Association,
dedicated to helping blacks
establish homes in California.
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Hampton was the only guy
on the whole team who
didn’t have a crew cut. He
had hair down to his
shoulders, and Yosh was
always telling him,
"Hampton, you look like a
girl!"
So at this banquet,
Hampton got one of these
one-piece black bathing
suits, put two cardboard
ears on his head, stuck two
balloons in the suit, and put
a piece of cotton on his rear
end.
He came running out
with the Playboy Club key,
threw his arms around
Yosh, and gave him a big
kiss on the cheek. Everybody was in hysterics.

WALMADEN FOOD3.i3EVERAGE CO.
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Apnl 29 & 30
Seafood
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A DELIGHTFUL ESCAPE INTO
CALIFORNIA HISTORY WITH
CREEKSIDE DINING
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Today, only a few people live in the area where
Allensworth once flourished.
World War II brought
about the decline in population. With the demand for
manpower, many residents
moved to San Francisco to
work in the shipyards.

Allensworth was honored with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel of the United States Army when he
retired after serving in the
Spanish-American War
and the Philippine Insurrection in addition to the
Civil War.

Water also became a
sacred commodity in Allensworth and a dangerous
amount of arsenic had
leaked into the source of
drinking water.
But with the new interest in restoring Aliens-

Allensworth, California, once a haven for blacks, has
become a historical park. The tiny town near Bakersfield

worth, the California Department of Parks and
Recreation has promised a
new school and a new
water supply.
"This is a tremendous
step forward," Goode said.
"Black men have contributed tremendously but
their story has not yet been
told."

"I hope that the university will encourage students who will be interested in employment (at
the park)," Albert added.
The restoration process
has already begun on one
building in what is the first
Pennington came into historical monument in
practice with this news- California dedicated to
paper clipping that said black people.
that 15 minutes of sex is
equivalent to half a mile of
running.
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Yosh didn’t go for it.
Take two laps, Hugh
Hefner. SJSU sports has
left you far behind.
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Albert added that Congressman Ron Dellums, DBerkeley, and California
State Assemblyman Willie
Brown, fl-San Francisco,
have supported the Aliensworth Historical Project.
Currently the organization is lobbying to receive
more money for the first installment of the $6 million
allotted for the entire project.
"And it could string out
until my grandchildren are
grown," said Albert, meaning that the priorities of the
state legislature may
change within the next few
years and the project may
be granted only small
amounts of funding for
many years.

grew from 20 acres to 80 acres - housing several hundred
ulack families before World War II
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Pennington said, "Yosh,
if you’d just set us up with a
girl for an hour a night, it
would be the same as running two miles, you’d get us
in great shape, and you
wouldn’t have any trouble
convincing the guys to get
their exercise."

There IS a difference!
PREPARE FOR.

Our All American dinners are
something special every day.
Monday
Tangy Veal patties, soup, whipped potatoes, vegetables
and rolls with butter
$2.99
Tuesday
Spaghetti with meat sauce-ALL YOU CAN EAT crispy
salad and garlic toast.
S2.99
Friday
Fish fry or Clam fry -ALL YOU CAN EAT.french fries and
cole slaw.
$2.99
Saturday and
Sunday
Sirloin steak dinner, baked potatoe, Ow green salad, and
your choice of any cocktail from our well
$3.99

Wednesday
Fish fry or Clam fry-ALL YOU CAN EAT -french fries and
$2.99
cola slaw.
Thursday
Beefsteak, soup, whipped potatoes, vegetables and rolls
$2 99
with butter

All specials served from 11:00 am to 10:00 p.m. daily
Ask about our "double bubble" cocktail, served all day.

We also have soft frozen yogurt. Pick from cones,
Sundaes, cupsfull or smooth shakes
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The Home Improvement Association originally purchased about 20
acres but the town quickly
grew to 80 acres, housing
several hundred families, a
school, library, post office,
hotel, several stores, a
train station and other
structures.

From the sale of his restaurants, Allensworth was
able to finance his education at Roger Williams University in Nashville, Tenn.,
a Baptist institution. He
later taught and became a
Baptist missionary.

Uchida: In another incident, I kept telling the
fellas that they should constantly be running, in
addition to their conditioning on the mat, to stay in
shape. I told them and told
them, and finally I challenged them. I personally
took them on a five-mile
jog (this was when Uchida
was in his late 40s) and ran
them into the ground.
Long: Yosh led the running, and there were only
two guys on the whole team
of 40 who kept up with or
passed him.
Right after one of those
jogs, assistant coach Jim
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Substitute sex for jogging;
coach won’t buy alternative
(Continued from page 5)
ingly reminisce about the
sports SJSU has so
thoroughly dominated.
even during the "Playboy
period."
Uchida: The team was
in Chicago for a tournament and we wanted to go
out to eat someplace. The
guys on the team suggested, "Let’s go to the
Playboy Club."
I said, "Well, I’m sorry,
fellas, I don’t have any key
for membership in the
Playboy Club, so we can’t
go." We soon forgot all
about the incident until a
team banquet later in the
season.
Long (who was a player
then): At that time. John
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